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 As U.S. landfills continue to grow in size, concerns about odorous gas emissions from 
landfills are increasing. For states that are expanding in population, such as Florida, odors from 
landfills are a major concern because new housing developments, needed to accommodate the 
rapid population growth, are creeping closer and closer to the existing landfills.  As homes get 
closer to landfills, odor complaints are likely to become more frequent, causing landfill managers 
increased problems with public interactions. Odor buffer zones around landfills need to be 
established to give municipalities tools to help prevent the building of future homes too close to 
landfills. Using the latest air dispersion model, AERMOD, research predicted downwind odor 
concentrations from a Central Florida landfill.   
Accurate estimates of methane emissions throughout a Central Florida landfill were 
determined using a new technique developed as part of this research that uses hundreds of 
ambient air VOC measurements taken within a landfill, as receptors. Hundreds of point sources 
were placed on the landfill, and the standard Gaussian dispersion equations were solved by 
matrix inversion methods.  The methane emission rates were then used as surrogates for odor 
emissions to predict downwind odor concentrations via AERMOD.  
 By determining a critical zone around a landfill with regards to odor, stakeholders will be 
able to meet regulatory issues and assist their communities. Other beneficial uses from this 
research include: determination of existing gas collection system efficiencies, calculation of 
fugitive greenhouse gas emissions from municipal solid waste (MSW) landfills, and improved 
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CHAPT`ER 1:  INTRODUCTION 
 
  Research conducted by the author has resulted in the development of a dependable and 
reproducible method for quantifying odor buffer zones in the state of Florida.  The objectives of 
the entire three-year odor buffer study include: Year 1) The development a modeling 
methodology for using AERMOD and CALPUFF to predict odors and appropriate odor buffer 
distances around landfills, and demonstrate the modeling methodology for one selected landfill 
in Florida; Year 2) The comparison of AERMOD results to CALPUFF results, to determine 
which model is better suited for the odor buffer study; and Year 3) The development of a 
simplified modeling tool for use by solid waste managers.   
 This thesis documents the first year’s development of a method to use measured methane 
concentrations around the Seminole County Landfill (resently renamed the Osceola Road Solid 
Waste Management  Facility) to predict odor emissions and to establish a dependable and 
reproducible method for quantifying odor buffer zones around landfills in the state of Florida. 
The theory, methodology, case studies, results, conclusions, and recommendations are described 
in detail.    
The Seminole County Landfill (SCL), located in the Central Florida area, is a Class 1 
municipal solid waste (MSW) landfill.  The landfill serves over 300,000 residents in seven cities 
and the unincorporated County. On average, the SCL receives approximately 810 tons per day of 
waste. The total disposal area is 232 acres; currently only 127 acres have been used. Typical 
types of received waste include: residential, commercial, incinerator/WTE ash, treated 
biomedical, water treatment sludge, air treatment sludge, agricultural, asbestos, C&D debris, 
shredded tires, and yard trash. The landfill has two candlestick flares, and is currently purchasing 
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landfill-gas-fueled combustion engines to generate electricity.  Figure 1 is an aerial photograph 
of Seminole County Landfill showing the closed and active cells.   
 
 
Figure 1: Aerial of the Seminole County Landfill, Florida 
 
1.1 Emissions from Landfills 
 In order to predict the downwind odor concentrations from a landfill, the production of 
biogas and the different chemical species that exist in biogas must be understood.  In 2005, there 
were 2,300 active landfills in the United States.1  In landfills, the natural process of anaerobic 
decomposition of biodegradable waste creates biogas.  Biogas is roughly composed of 45-60% 
methane (CH4), 40-60% carbon dioxide (CO2), and trace chemical species.2,3,4  
The amount of biogas produced in landfills is a function of waste quantity, type, age, 
waste moisture content, temperature, pH, stage of decomposition, available microbes, and 
management practices at the site.5  The amount of biogas produced can be calculated by 
Chemical Reaction 1.6  Knowing the chemical composition of MSW is difficult to determine, 
and therefore the recommended chemical formula is C99H149O59N. 6 Results from a gas analysis 
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at a municipal solid waste landfill site in Palos Verdes, CA are shown in Table 1 7, and represent 
the expected percent volume average for each biogas component during the methanogenic 
decomposition stage.  
 















Table 1: Expected Percent Volume Averages of Biogas Components (Methanogenic 
Decomposition Stage)7 
Component %Volume  
Methane  53.283 
Carbon Dioxide 45.588 
Hydrogen 0.056 
Oxygen  0.070 
Nitrogen 0.272 
Hydrogen Sulfide 0.002 












1.1.1 Biogas Emissions: Methane & Carbon Dioxide 
 Biogas, composed mainly of methane and carbon dioxide are both colorless and odorless 
greenhouse gases.  Methane is more of a concern due to its highly flammable characteristics, and 
its global warming potential 23 times more powerful than carbon dioxide (over a hundred year 
time horizon)8.  Table 2 represents the U.S. EPA’s ranking of largest sources of methane 
emissions in the United States from 1990 to 2003.  As seen in Table 2, landfills are the largest 
human-related source of methane in the U.S., accounting for 24% of all methane emissions.1 
Methane is the most common volatile organic compound (VOC).  VOCs are organic 
compounds that vaporize under normal conditions due to their high vapor pressures.  Some 
examples of VOCs are aldehydes, ketones, and other light hydrocarbons.  When methane is 
excluded from the analysis of VOCs, the term non-methane VOCs, or NMVOCs is used.  
NMVOC typically represent less than 1% of landfill biogas1. 
 
Table 2: U.S. Methane Emissions by Source1 (TgCO2 Equivalents) 
Source Category 1990 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Landfills 172.2 130.7 126.2 126.8 131.2 
Natural Gas Systems 128.3 132.1 131.8 130.6 125.9 
Enteric Fermentation 117.9 115.6 114.5 114.6 115 
Coal Mining 81.9 56.2 55.6 52.4 53.8 
Manure Management 31.2 38.1 38.9 39.3 39.1 
Wastewater Treatment 24.8 34.3 34.7 35.8 36.8 
Other 45.8 43.5 41.7 39.6 39.8 
Total for U.S. 605.3 554.2 546.7 542.3 544.9 
Note: 1 Tg = 1012 grams 
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 1.1.2 Biogas Emissions: Odorous Trace Chemical Species 
Less then 1% of the total biogas concentration is responsible for landfill odors; this 
odorous 1% is composed of trace chemical species such as esters, hydrogen sulfides, 
organosulfurs, alkylbenzenes, limonene, NH3, mercaptans, and other hydrocarbons.9,10 Parker et 
al. (2002) ranks the trace chemical species, based on detection limit, responsible for producing 
the most odors in biogas in Table 3 11.  
 
Table 3: Ranking of Odorous Trace Chemical Species11 
Odor Rank Trace Chemical Species  
1 Hydrogen sulfide 
2 Methanethiol 
3 Butanoic acid 
4 Ethanal 
5 Carbon disulfide 
6 Ethyl butanoate 
7 1-propanethiol 





Table 3 shows hydrogen sulfide as the major trace chemical species responsible for 
producing odors in biogas based on detection limits.  Hydrogen sulfide has a characteristic smell 
of rotten eggs, a mean detection threshold of 8 ppb, and is annoying to 50% of the population at 
40 ppb.12 The one-hour California ambient air quality standard (CAAQS) concentration for 
hydrogen sulfide is 30 ppb12 and the maximum 30-minute averaging time concentration 
recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO) is 5 ppb.13,14,15 
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1.1.2.1 Odorous Trace Chemical Species: Responsible Sources  
 Odors are volatized compounds which are recognized by the sense of smell. In a landfill 
there are a number of sources responsible for producing the odorous biogas.  A complex 
combination of point and area sources responsible for releasing the odorous biogas include: 
arriving hauling trucks, on-site vehicles, biodegradable household and yard waste, fugitive 
odorous dust, temporary cover, capped cells, leachate collection systems, monitoring wells, gas 
wells and collection pipes, gas treatment systems, and gas flares.16 Odorous sources vary in 
emission type, emission rates, odor strength, odor persistence, odor character, frequency of 
occurrence, and duration of emission.16 
 
1.1.2.2 Odorous Trace Chemical Species: Human Reactions  
 Human reactions to odor depend on the type and concentration of odorous compounds in 
the air, the duration and frequency of encountering high concentrations of odorous compounds, 
place of exposure, time of day of exposure, and personal odor sensitivity.17 The main 
determining factors that influence the concentrations of odors encountered at any particular place 
or time are the odor emission rate at the source, the distance from the odor source, the local 
meteorology (including wind speed, wind direction, temperature, atmospheric stability class), the 
time variability of meteorological parameters, and the local topography.17 
 
1.1.2.3 Odorous Trace Chemical Species: Evaluating Odor Problems 
 Below, Cooper et al. (2001) provides a systematic approach to evaluating and solving an 
odor problem at a wastewater treatment plant.18 
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• Review and learn from the work of others in the same field 
• Identify the specific compound(s) responsible for the odor complaints 
• Identify all potential sources of odors within the plant 
• Conduct a detailed site survey and quantitative odor emission inventory  
• Collect meteorological data, and conduct a detailed air dispersion modeling study 
• If possible, validate the modeling with measured concentrations or a complaint history 
• List possible actions that might result in fewer odor complaints  
• Propose possible odor reduction scenarios, and test each with the dispersion model 
• Choose the most cost-effective odor reduction action and implement it 
 
1.2 Landfill Emission Regulations 
Under the 1996 EPA New Source Performance Standards and Emission Guidelines for 
Municipal Solid Waste Landfills (40 CFR Part 60, Subparts WWW), landfills with the potential 
to emit more than 50 Mg/year of NMVOCs must collect and combust landfill gas. Combusting 
or flaring landfill biogas reduces odors, safety concerns, and methane emissions.  As mentioned 
before, methane is highly flammable, and thus the uncontrolled migration of biogas can lead to 
explosions. To control biogas migration, biogas collection systems are built.  
 To ensure that the landfill biogas collection systems are operating properly, quarterly 
surface VOC monitoring is required, as specified in 40 CFR 60.755 (c) and (d), and 40 CFR 60, 
Appendix A, Method 21. These regulations require air monitoring around the perimeter of and 
within the area of a landfill gas collection system to determine compliance.  Exceedance of 500 
ppm above background requires remedial action, and may imply that something is wrong with 
the gas collection system.  An example of the required quarterly surface VOC monitoring is 
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found in APPENDIX A.  APPENDIX A shows the results of the Seminole County Landfill’s 
Second Quarter 2007 Surface Emissions Monitoring report; these results will be referenced 
throughout this report.  
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 Due to the variability of Chemical Reaction 1 and the variability of waste emplacement, 
the quantification of odor production and dispersion from landfill sites is especially complicated.  
Typical reasons for quantifying odors from MSW landfills include: compliance monitoring, 
permit renewal, investigation of complaints, monitoring daily operations, monitoring specific 
events or episodes, comparison of odor counteractants and other methods, siting a new landfill, 
and verification of odor dispersion modeling.16  
It has been demonstrated that the psychophysical well-being and behavior of people are 
negatively influenced by exposure to odors.19,20 Odorous species, although present in low 
concentrations, can also be responsible for respiratory problems.8 If residential areas are 
constructed too close to landfills, adverse effects on humans have been reported.  A study in 
Great Britain reported that populations living within 2 km of landfill sites, as compared with 
those living further away, had a small excess risk of congenital anomalies, and low to very low 
birth weight. 8,21  For theses and other reasons, it is important to quantify odorous compounds 
and the distance odors can travel in the atmosphere.   
 Four practices that quantify MSW landfill odors include: odor panels, gas 
chromatography, puff dispersion modeling, and odor indexes.  These standard practices will be 
discussed in detail in the following case studies.  
 
2.1 Case Study - Quantifying Odors by Use of Odor Panel 
 A standard practice of characterizing and quantifying odors is the use of trained sensory 
panelists or assessors.  Dynamic olfactometry is the measurement of odors, in a range of 
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dilutions, by use of an independent panel who respond on whether they can detect the odor. The 
panel will determine the odor concentration in terms of odor units (ouE/m3).  Odor units represent 
the required dilution of a compound to reach a detection threshold; the dilution threshold is 
defined as the concentration at which only half of the panel can detect the odor22.  One of the 
downsides to using a odor panel is the subjectivity of each panelist which can produce large 
variability in odor prediction thresholds.22,23 
 A case study conducted by Sironi et al. (2005) analyzed several odorous air samples from 
seven MSW landfills throughout Italy using dynamic olfactometry with eight panelists to 
determine odor emission factors20. The areas of the landfills where air sampling took place 
include: surface of freshly tipped municipal solid waste (without capping), freshly tipped 
municipal sludge, surface of waste with a temporary clay cap a few centimeters thick, surface of 
waste capped permanently with a layer of clay about 1–2m thick, and surfaces from which 
biogas can be released from biogas collection system. Area sources were collected using a wind 
tunnel system and a vacuum pump.  Once the odor concentrations are determined by the panelist, 
the specific odor emission rate was calculated by multiplying the odor concentration (ouE/m3) 
with the flow rate of the inlet air (m3/s) and dividing by the base area of the central body of the 
hood (m2).  The results of the odor concentration measurements are presented in Table 4.20  
 






Freshly Tipped Waste 1200 1100 1200 
Temporarily Capped Waste 240 390 210 
Permanently Capped Waste 120 130 110 
Surface of Restored Landfill Parcels 86 21 83 
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2.2 Case Study – Quantifying Odors by Use of Gas Chromatography 
 A case study conducted by Ki-Hyun Kim et al. (2004) quantified several odorous reduced 
sulfur compounds (hydrogen sulfide, methyl mercaptan, dimethyl sulfide, carbon disulfide, and 
dimethyl disulfide) in four typical MSW landfills in Korea using a gas chromatograph.24 The 
biogas samples were taken from vent pipes around moderately fresh buried waste during both 
summer and winter conditions. Using a vacuum pump, biogas samples were drawn directly into 
Tedlar bags.  Within twenty-four hours, the biogas samples were analyzed in a lab using gas 
chromatography (GC: Model DS 6200, Donam Instruments, Korea) that was directly interfaced 
with a pulsed flame photometric detector (PFPD: Model 5380, O.I. Co.) using a loop injection 
system.24  
 The study shows that hydrogen sulfide is the most dominant sulfur, compound 
comprising more than 90% of all reduced sulfur compounds measured.   Since the magnitude of 
hydrogen sulfide concentration is remarkably higher than all other sulfur compounds, Ki-Hyun 
Kim et al. (2004) suggest that, to a certain degree, the general patterns of biogas distribution may 
be explained in terms of hydrogen sulfide data alone.  
 
2.3 Case Study – Quantifying Odors by Use of Gaussian Dispersion Modeling 
 As seen in Figure 2, short-term fluctuations are ignored in most Gaussian dispersion 
models because most models only consider an average concentration for a time period ranging 
from ten-minutes to one-hour.25,26  Figure 2 represents the irregular curve of an odorous gas 
concentration downwind of a point source during a one-hour period.26  From Figure 2, the odor 
threshold concentration is higher than the hourly mean concentration; however, due to the 
fluctuations in concentration, the odor will still be detected during portions of the one hour time 
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period.    It is for this reason that the traditional Gaussian plume models are not recommended 
for estimating odor dispersion; a three-dimensional puff dispersion model would be 
recommended.  However, due to the speed, simplicity, and acceptability of two-dimensional 
Gaussian plume models, they are currently being utilized to predict odor concentrations.  




Figure 2: Classic Gaussian model showing short-term Fluctuations26 
 
  
One Gaussian model, described by Piringer et al. (2007), that is adapted to predict odor 
concentrations, is the Austrian Odour Dispersion Model (AODM). AODM estimates, on a five-
second time interval, the daily and seasonal variation of odor emission, the average odor 
concentrations, and the peak concentrations.27  Three modules compose AODM; the first module 
determines the odor emissions, the second module estimates the mean ambient odor 
concentrations by use of dispersion models, and the third module converts the mean odor 
concentration from the dispersion model to instantaneous values which depend on wind velocity 
and atmospheric stability.27 
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2.4 Case Study – Quantifying Odors by Use of Odor Index 
 A case study conducted by Tagaris et al. (2003) employed methane as an “odor index” to 
determine the dispersion of low reactive odorous compounds around landfills.8 Using biogas 
production models, the production of methane was determined.  The methane emission rates 
were inputted into an air dispersion model to obtain the methane concentrations at varying 
distances from the landfill. Once the methane concentrations were predicted, the low reactive 
odorous compound’s concentration was determined using the ratio between methane and the 
trace odorous species.  An “odor index” is suitable when ignoring molecular weight, chemical 
reactions, and wet or dry removal, since all low reactive biogas species are applicable to the 
same Gaussian air dispersion formula. A critical zone around the landfill was then determined 
with regards to the odor concentration.  
 Targaris et al. (2003) choose to determine the dispersion of methane instead of the 
dispersion of trace odorous species because methane production rates could be predicted using 
numerous well known biogas production models, whereas the prediction of odorous trace species 
is not well developed. To obtain the worst-case scenario for methane dispersion, Tagaris et al. 
modeled the biogas dispersion under extreme atmospheric conditions and with the maximum 
methane production rate. Once the dispersion of methane was determined, a critical zone with 
regards to odorous substance was created using hydrogen sulfide; Targaris et al. concluded that 
hydrogen sulfide was the primary gas responsible for odors after monitoring and analyzing 
odorous compounds near landfill sites.28  Their methodology to create a critical zone in regards 






Table 5: Steps to be Followed in Tagaris et al. (2003) Methodology 
Step 1 
Estimation of the CH4 production rate from the whole landfill (obtained using a 
biogas production model) 
Step 2 
Dispersion of CH4 and odorous species around a landfill (It is done using an air 
dispersion model. The model should be applied under atmospheric conditions that 
enhance maximum pollutant concentrations, to get the worst-case scenario. A model 
sensitivity analysis is required to set these atmospheric conditions.) 
Step 3 Estimation of the maximum concentration of trace chemical species 
 
Step 3a 
For species with low reactivity in the atmosphere: Having estimated the 
maximum CH4 concentration around the landfill and using the ratio of 
trace chemical species to CH4 in biogas, the concentration of odorous 
species around the landfill is estimated. As a first approximation, 1/45 
of the CH4 concentration, which is considered to be the maximum 




For species with high reactivity in the atmosphere: In cases where there 
is any suspicion that the odor is caused by a trace chemical species with 
high reactivity in the atmosphere, it should be treated with a dispersion-
reaction model. 
Step 4 
A comparison between the maximum concentration of trace chemical species with 
the odor detection limit or toxic compounds maximum permitted level 
 
Step 4a 
Existing landfills: Estimate the strengths of odorous, toxic, and 
hazardous gases at nearby towns or villages. 
 
Step 4b 
New landfills: Estimate a crucial zone around a new landfill depending 
on the maximum concentration of trace chemical species. 
 
 
 Tagaris et al. (2003) applied their proposed methodology to a landfill on the island of 
Lesvos, Greece to determine the strength of odors being received by a nearby town. To 
determine the methane production rate of the landfill, the methane generation model, Microgen, 
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was utilized. CALPUFF was the air dispersion model used to predict the methane concentrations.  
Tagaris et al., 2003 assumed that the maximum concentrations of odorous species would be 45 
times below the maximum methane concentration; determined by assuming that the methane 
ratio in the landfill biogas was 45% while the trace chemical species are under 1%.  
 Table 6 represents the concentration range of methane, hydrogen sulfide, and 1-butene 
around the Lesvos landfill. The estimated maximum concentration of the odorous trace 
chemicals the nearby town would receive was 0.1 ppm with respect to hydrogen sulfide and 
0.0007 ppm with respect to 1-butene; the estimated maximum methane concentration the town 
would receive was 5ppm. The 100% hydrogen sulfide odor recognition concentration is 1ppm29 
and odor recognition for 1-butene is 0.07 ppm, therefore, odors from trace chemical species are 
not expected to be recognized by the people living in that town.  
 








231 5.13 3.08 
170 3.78 2.27 
150 3.33 2.00 
100 2.22 1.33 
30 1.33 0.80 
40 0.89 0.53 
20 0.42 0.27 
10 0.22 0.13 
7.5 0.17 0.10 
4.5 0.10 0.06 
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CHAPTER THREE:  METHODOLOGY 
  
The applied methodology for establishing odor buffers zones around the Seminole 
County Landfill (SCL), Table 7, follows Targaris methodology for creating a critical zone with 
regards to odorous compounds.  
 




Accurately estimate the methane emissions throughout the SCL 
using a technique that uses hundreds of ambient air VOC 
measurements taken within a landfill, as receptors, and solves the 
standard Gaussian dispersion equations by matrix inversion 
methods.  This technology was developed as part of this research, 





The methane emission rates are used as surrogates for odor 
emissions to predict downwind odor concentrations via the air 
dispersion model AERMOD. 
Step 3 
Apply Odor Index 
(Volume Ratio) to 
Surrogate 
Estimate the maximum concentration of odorous species by 




Determine odor buffer zones around SCL based on detection 
limits for the dominant odorous compound, H2S.  
 
 
3.1 Step 1: Estimate Methane Emissions 
 Numerous techniques exist for the measurement of methane emissions from landfills. The 
most popular methane emissions techniques are the chamber techniques, either closed or open.30 
Both chamber techniques have their own advantages and disadvantages. For example, the open 
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or dynamic flux chamber simulates field conditions better than the closed flux chamber; 
however, the open chamber may create artificially high fluxes due to its sensitivity to pressure 
changes inside the chamber.30 In contrast, the closed or static flux chamber is much easier to use 
and cheaper to operate than the open chamber; however, the closed chamber tends to 
underestimate the gas fluxes because of pressure buildup with time that distorts the gas flow 
pathways in the soil and decreases the flow into the chamber.30 Overall problems with a flux 
chamber include labor intensity, time consumption, point measurements, and highly variable 
results.  
Methane production rates can be estimated by any of several biogas production models.  
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Landfill Gas Emissions Model (LandGEM) is an 
automated estimation tool used to estimate emission rates from municipal solid waste landfills.  
LandGEM is based on a first-order decomposition rate equation for quantifying emissions from 
the decomposition of biodegradable waste. LandGEM is used to estimate uncontrolled emission 
rates for total landfill gas, methane, carbon dioxide, nonmethane organic compounds, and 
individual air pollutants from landfills.  
Another biogas production model is MICROGEN-MGM.31  By simulating the basic 
biological and physicochemical processes that take place inside a landfill, MICROGEN can 
estimate the methane production rate for a landfill.  MICROGEN utilizes Monod microbial 
growth based equations to describe the dynamics of the landfill ecosystem.31 LandGEM and 
MICROGEN, as well as other biogas production models, involve many assumptions and 
mathematical limitations. A few problems with biogas production models are that they are only 
theoretical, a good record of waste deposits is needed, and the models can not estimate the 
percentage of landfill gas captured versus that emitted.  
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The measurement of pollutant mass emissions from an entire area source can be 
calculated using a ground-based optical remote sensing (ORS) method.32 The ORS method uses 
open-path Fourier transform infrared (OP-FTIR) spectroscopy to obtain path-integrated pollution 
concentration information along multiple plane-configured optical paths.32  The source emissions 
can be determined after processing the pollutant concentration information and wind vector 
information with a plane-integrating computer algorithm. Problems with optical remote sensing 
methods are that they are expensive, time and labor intensive, depend on wind orientation, and 
produce only one integrated emission rate for the whole landfill.  
A new technique was developed to accurately estimate the methane emissions throughout 
the SCL using hundreds of ambient air VOC measurements taken within the landfill (as required 
by 40 CFR Part 60, Subparts WWW).33 These measurement locations are set as receptors, and 
numerous other locations are judiciously chosen as sources.  The standard Gaussian dispersion 
equations are solved by matrix inversion methods, to determine the methane emission rates 
throughout the landfill. 
 
3.1.1 New Methane Emission Estimation Technique: Theory  
 The foundation for atmospheric dispersion calculations is the Gaussian dispersion 









































where C is the steady-state concentration (µg/m3) at a point (x,y,z), Q is the emission rate (µg/s), 
σy and σz are the horizontal and vertical spread parameters (m) that are functions of x-distance 
and atmospheric stability, u is the average wind speed at stack height (m/s), y is the crosswind 
distance from the centerline (m), z is the vertical distance above the ground (m), and H is the 
effective stack height (physical stack height plus plume rise) (m).  Figure 3 represents the source-


























 For ground-level sources and receptors (z = 0 and H = 0), equation (1) reduces to 
equation (2).  Equation (2) can be written as equation (3) for each source-receptor pair (j,i). 
where Ci,j represents the modeled concentration at receptor i due to source j in (µg/m3), Qj is the 










pair that contains the values of wind speed, dispersion parameters, and crosswind (y) distances  








       
 
The horizontal and vertical dispersion spread parameters are defined by equation (4) and 
equation (5), originally developed by Martin35 and as shown in Cooper & Alley.34  The 
parameters a, b, c, d, and f are numerical curve-fit constants that are functions of downwind 








 Assuming the methane background concentration is zero, the total modeled concentration 
at a receptor, Ci,modeled (µg/m3),  is the sum of all the modeled concentrations at receptor i from 






 One method for determining the best-fit set of methane emission rates, Qj, within a 
landfill involves assuming different trial sets of Qj values, producing a set of modeled 
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squares of the residuals over all m receptors using (7).  Trial and error is required to find the 
optimal set of Qj to minimize R2, and for hundreds of Qj and Ci, values, this could take an 
extremely long time. A more efficient method for determining the optimal set involves writing 
equation (7) using equivalent matrix notation.  
Equation (8), represented in matrix notation, shows how to minimize the 2-norm of the 
residual; where nm×ℜ∈F  is the (real) m by n matrix of values of the function f(x,y)i,j, q∈ ℜn  is 







        (8) 
   
Equation (8) can be solved using linear least-squares regression theory when subject to 
the following constraints: 1) The number of sources must be less than or equal to the number of 
receptors, 2) Each Qj must be greater than or equal to zero, and 3) If the downwind distance for 
any source-receptor par is negative, F must be set to zero because the receptor is upwind from 
the source. The vector q that minimizes equation (8) is unique if and only if F has full rank. If F 
has full rank, q can be determined using the normal equations in equation (9), where the 
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However, this formulation does not guarantee that each Qj is not negative. Therefore, a 
more general approach, equation (11), is necessary that requires the solution of the non-negative 
constrained least squares problem; where I is the identity matrix. The non-negative least squares 
(NNLS) problem can be solved numerically using a variety of available transformation, active-





3.1.2 New Methane Emission Estimation Technique: Step by Step Methodology  
The text below outlines the recommended methodology for determining methane 
emission rates from a MSW landfill.  
 
Step 1a: Formulate Receptor Sub-Model 
 Obtain ambient air VOC measurements at numerous locations within the landfill, as 
required by 40 CFR Part 60, Subparts WWW.  If the landfill does not require quarterly ambient 
air VOC measurements, a walking survey with instruments (a portable FID and a GPS) is 
required to obtain the ambient concentrations and to link each concentration with a location. 
Also, the local wind speed and direction, and stability class must be determined during the time 
of the walking survey.  
 
Step 1b: Formulate Source Sub-Model 
 Use an aerial photo or plot plan to designate point sources throughout the MSW landfill. 
Recall the constraints previously defined: The number of sources must be less than or equal to 
q = argmin F ⋅q− cmeasured I ⋅ q ≥ 0 2
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the number of receptors. Locations of these sources should be chosen generally upwind of 
receptors, not too close nor too far away. Note that this somewhat arbitrary locating of sources 
will influence the final answers for individual source strengths, and could influence the final 
estimate of overall emissions using this approach.  
 
Step 1c: Formulate Matrix Dispersion Model 
 Solve the standard Gaussian dispersion equations by matrix inversion methods, as 
previously described, to determine the methane emission rates throughout the MSW landfill. 
This can be done easily in MATLAB, which specializes in numerical computing and allows easy 
matrix manipulation. A simple scenario test case was devised by the author, and is described in 
APPENDIX B.  Based on the finding in APPENDIX B, it is concluded that the matrix inversion 
methods can perform extremely accurately.   
 
Step 1d: Perform Sensitivity Studies 
 Perform sensitivity studies to estimate the sensitivity of results to our techniques.   
 
Step 1e: Formulate Air Dispersion Model to Test Validity   
 After determining the best representation of methane point-source emission rates from 
the MSW landfill, run those emission rates through the steady-state Gaussian air dispersion 
model, ISC, to determine the ambient air VOC concentrations. ISC is utilized instead of the 
current EPA steady-state Gaussian air dispersion model, AERMOD, because the ISC model 
allows one to specify one particular hour of meteorological data, such as local wind speed, wind 
direction, ambient temperature, and stability class. Compare ISC’s modeled receptor 
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concentrations with the initial set of ambient air VOC measurements (Step 1.1) taken within the 
landfill to test the validity of the methane emission rates.  
 
 
3.2 Step 2: Air Dispersion Modeling 
 The methane emission rates are applied to the SCL using the air dispersion model 
AERMOD. AERMOD (American Meteorological Society/Environmental Protection Agency 
Regulatory Model) is EPA’s official dispersion model; it is a steady-state Gaussian plume model 
which 1) is based on planetary boundary layer turbulence structure and scaling concepts, 2) treats 
both surface and elevated sources, and 3) incorporates both simple and complex terrain.  
 
3.2.1 AERMOD: Theory  
AERMOD is intended for use on transport distances up to 50 km, and is applicable to 
rural and urban areas, flat and complex terrain, surface and elevated releases, and multiple 
sources (point, area, and volume sources). The AERMOD modeling system consists of two pre-
processors, AERMET and AERMAP, and the dispersion model, AERMOD. AERMET is the 
meteorological preprocessor and AERMAP is the terrain pre-processor. Figure 4 presents the 















Figure 4: AERMOD Flow Data 
 
 
AERMET uses meteorological data and surface characteristics to calculate boundary 
layer parameters needed for AERMOD. The meteorological inputs into AERMET include wind 
speed, wind direction, temperature, and cloud cover. The surface characteristic inputs into 
AERMET include albedo, surface roughness, and the Bowen ratio. AERMET then calculates 
parameters such as friction velocity, Monin-Obukhov length, convective velocity scale, 
temperature scale, mixing height, and surface heat flux; these parameters are used in AERMOD 
to calculate vertical profiles of wind speed, lateral and vertical turbulent fluctuations, potential 
temperature gradient, potential temperature, and the horizontal Lagrangian time scale. 
 AERMAP is utilized to characterize the terrain of interests and generate receptor grids 
and terrain-influence elevations needed for AERMOD.  Gridded data must be in the format of 
the Digital Elevation Mapping (DEM) data.   
 
3.2.2 AERMOD: Step by Step Methodology 
The methodology below outlines the recommended methodology for determining 






















Step 2a: Run AERMET Preprocessor 
 To process meteorological data, AERMET requires three input files.  The first input file 
will extract/QA NWS hourly surface data & upper air data.  The second input file will merge 
extracted/QA surface & upper air files, and the third input file will develop boundary layer 
parameters.  The final outputs from AERMET include processed surface and upper air files 
which become inputs to AERMOD.   
 
Step 2b: Run AERMAP Preprocessor  
 To process terrain data, AERMAP requires an input file with a control pathway, a source 
pathway, a receptor pathway, and an output pathway. The DEM file is the most critical data file 
required when processing AERMAP.  The final outputs from AERMAP include generated 
source and receptor terrain data which become inputs to AERMOD.  
 
Step 2c: Run AERMOD  
 To run AERMOD, a control pathway, source pathway, receptor pathway, meteorology 
pathway, and output pathway are required. The control pathway will specify dispersion options, 
pollutant of interest, and the averaging time that will be modeled. The source pathway will 
specify the source type (point, area, volume), the emission rate for each source, and the 
AERMAP processed terrain data for each source. The receptor pathway will specify the type of 
receptor grid system (Cartesian, polar) and the AERMAP processed terrain data for each 
receptor.  The meteorology pathway will specify the AERMET surface and upper air output data, 
station information for both surface and upper air station locations, and the desired time period 
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that will be modeled. The output pathway will specify the desired tabular printed output and 
threshold violation files.   
 
3.3 Step 3: Apply Odor Index (Volume Ratio) to Surrogate 
To estimate the maximum concentrations of odorous species near the landfill, apply an 
odor index (volume ratio) of percent by-volume trace chemical species to the percent methane.  
Step by step calculations for applying the percent volume ratio to the methane surrogate are as 
followed: 
 
Step 3a: Process AERMOD Results 
After running AERMOD (Step 2.3), obtain methane one-hour concentrations (µg/m3) 
from AERMOD output files. The output files are in a text-file format.  Once opened, simply 
copy and paste the desired receptors’ concentrations into Excel.  Apply “text to columns” in 
Excel to separate desired data.  
 
Step 3b: Convert Averaging Time 
Since odor concentrations fluctuate over a one-hour time frame, a three-minute odor 
concentration should be considered.  To consider concentration fluctuations throughout a one-
hour time period, convert methane one-hour averaging time concentrations to methane three-
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Step 3c: Convert Units 
Since our goal is to apply a volume ratio, all concentration units must be in the form of a 
volume fraction. To do so, convert methane three-minute concentrations (in µg/m3) to ppm using 
equation (13).30 Where P is absolute pressure, R is the ideal gas law constant, and T is absolute 
temperature.  At standard temperature (25˚C) and standard pressure (1 atm), P/RT becomes the 
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Step 3d: Apply Odor Index (Volume Ratio) to Surrogate 
To estimate the maximum concentrations of odorous species at the SCL, convert methane 
three-minute ppm to odorous species three-minute ppm using the ratio of odorous species to 
methane. This ratio can be obtained from laboratory testing of the SCL gas or from literature.  
Instead of laboratory testing, the expected percent volumes of biogas from Table 1 are used in 
this research; where the percent volume of hydrogen sulfide is 0.002 and the percent volume of 
methane is 53.283, giving a ratio of methane to hydrogen sulfide of 26,641.5.  
 
3.4 Step 4: Determine Odor Buffer Zones 
Odor buffer zones around landfills can be determined based on detection limits for the 





Step 4a: Analyze Odorous Compounds 
Determine the main compound contributing to odors in the SCL. Ideally, the main 
odorous compound should be determined from laboratory testing of the SCL gas; however, for 
this research, the main odorous compound was determined from literature. From Table 3, the 
main compound contributing to odors at SCL is assumed to be hydrogen sulfide.   
 
Step 4b: Determine Threshold Values 
From regulatory standards, such as National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQSs), 
determine the odor threshold value for the main odor compound (hydrogen sulfide) for a one-
hour averaging time; please note that most regulatory standards are for one-hour averaging times 
or greater. The CAAQS one-hour  hydrogen sulfide limit is 30 ppb.12   
 
Step 4c: Apply Volume Ratio to Surrogate 
Convert hydrogen sulfide’s one-hour averaging threshold of 30 ppb12 to a one-hour 
methane threshold value using the ratio of hydrogen sulfide to methane (53.283/0.002) found in 
Table 1. Use equation (13) to convert the one-hour methane concentration from ppb to ug/m3. 
 
Step 4d: Run AERMOD 
Create a threshold violation file (MAXFILE) in AERMOD for a one-hour methane 
threshold value(s).  Following section 3.2.2, run AERMOD for different distances around the 




Step 4e: Process AERMOD Results 
Determine the number of receptor readings for each distance.  From the threshold 
violation MAXFILE output, determine the number of receptors that exceeded the threshold.  
Calculate the percent exceedance at each distance.  
 
Step 4f: Create Visual Tool 
With the goal of developing a simplified modeling tool for use by solid waste managers, 
a graphically display that estimates the percent exceedance verses distance is created.  This 
visual tool is a scatter plot with the x-axis being distances from the center of the landfill and the 
y-axis being the expected percent exceedance for the main odor’s (hydrogen sulfide) threshold 








CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS  
 
 This chapter applies the methodology for establishing odor buffer zones around the 
Seminole County Landfill.   
 
4.1 Step 1: Estimate Methane Emissions in Seminole County Landfill 
 The methodology presented earlier was applied to the Seminole County Landfill to 
determine methane emissions from the landfill.  
 
4.1.1 Step 1a and Step 1b: Formulate Receptor and Source Sub-Models 
 Quarterly surface emissions monitoring reports were obtained for the Second Quarter of 
2007. Ambient air VOC measurements at 358 locations within the SCL were recorded by others 
in ppm as CH4 using a Landtec SEM 500 flame ionization detector on June 29th 2007. The local 
wind speed and direction at the time of measurement were also estimated by others at 1.3 m/sec 
and from 40˚ (NE), respectively. On that day and time, the temperature was 88˚F with scattered 
clouds, and class B stability conditions were estimated by the author.  Figure 6 shows the 
receptor X-Y locations for the 358 VOC readings; Figure 7 shows the 356 point sources that 
were selected based on the criteria listed previously. See APPENDIX C for each source and 































4.1.2 Step 1c: Formulate Matrix Dispersion Model 
 The methane emission rates throughout the SCL were determined by solving the standard 
Gaussian dispersion equations by matrix methods, as previously described.  Figure 7 is a plot of 
the methane emission isopleths in grams/sec.  Based on the MATLAB results, Phase I is emitting 
much less methane than Phase II; this makes sense because Phase I is closed and has a gas 
collection system which appears to be working properly. For Phase II, the areas of highest 
methane emissions may identify locations where waste was recently deposited or where a 
temporary soil cover might not be adequately covering the waste.  APPENDIX D shows the 
predicted methane emissions in grams/sec for each source; the maximum methane emission is 
predicted to be 100 g/sec.   
  One advantage of the proposed methodology to solve for the source emission rates is the 
ability to remove sources that do not contribute to the matrix methods solution.  For the predicted 
source emissions to be unique, it is necessary for F to be full rank. Numerically it is possible to 
determine what sources are linearly dependent, and therefore causing rank deficiency. For 
instance, 356 point sources were chosen by the authors, however, as MATLAB solves the 
Gaussian dispersion equations via matrix methods it will remove all sources that do not 
contribute to the linear least-squares regression solution or do not contribute to the rank of F; it is 
for this reason that all of the cases reported below (Case 1 through Case 4) have a total number 
of sources less than 356.    
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Figure 7: Methane Emission Isopleths (grams/sec) 
 
 
4.1.3 Step 1d: Perform Sensitivity Studies 
A limited sensitivity study was performed on the numbers and locations of point sources. 
The sensitivity study included four cases:  
 
• Case 1) Base case with 356 sources. These sources were chosen carefully to ensure that 
sources were in “good” positions (e.g., upwind and not too close nor too far from 
receptors),  
• Case 2) Similar to Case 1. The same 356 sources, except that 14 of most northern 
(upwind) sources in the active cell were relocated to the southern part of the closed cell,  










• Case 3) All of the 356 sources from Case 1 were uniformly relocated twenty (20) meters 
east of their original location, and  
• Case 4) One hundred twenty eight (128) sources were deleted from Case 1’s initial 356 
sources, while the remaining 228 sources stayed at the same locations.  
 
Table 8 compares the calculated landfill emission inventory for each case. For each case, 
the total estimate emission rate for the landfill is about 1 kg/sec. As previously mentioned, as 
MATLAB solves the Gaussian dispersion equations it will remove all sources that do not 
contribute to the linear least-squares regression solution.  For this reason, Table 8 shows the 
number of sources the authors inputted into MATLAB and the resulting number of sources that 
MATLAB retained. 
Table 8 illustrates that a large change in the number of point sources did not significantly 
change the total estimated methane emissions inventory; thus demonstrating the robustness of 
our new method. Comparing Case 4 (215 sources) with Case 1 (328 sources), the difference in 
the total methane emissions was only 6.6%.  This shows that the method is robust.  
However, Table 8 also illustrates that changing locations of the point sources produced 
variations in the emission inventory. Recall that for Case 1, source locations were chosen based 
on close visual inspection of where the concentration measurements had been made, and using 
good judgment about placing sources upwind of receptors.  Comparing Case 2 to Case 1, there 
was a 4.0% difference in the inventory caused by relocating 14 of the most upwind sources in the 
active cell to the downwind southern part of the closed cell. For Case 3, all of the sources from 
Case 1 were uniformly relocated twenty meters east of their original location. Comparing Case 3 
with Case 1, this “less intelligent” process for locating the point sources created a 12.5% 
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difference in the landfill’s emission inventory. Therefore using good judgment in placing sources 
does make a difference. 
 
Table 8: SCL’s Methane Emission Inventory Based on Number & Location of Sources 
 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
Number of Original Sources Inputted by authors 356 356 356 228 
Number of Sources after processed by MATLAB 328 318 335 215 
Methane Emissions Inventory (g/sec) 970 930 1090 900 
Percent Difference from Case 1 0.0% 4.0% 12.5% 6.6% 
 
SCL’s estimated methane emissions inventory is compared to two other landfills in the 
United States in Table 9.   Table 9 shows that our estimated methane emissions from the SCL of 
approximately 1000 g/sec is comparable to other estimates in the United States.  
 
 
Table 9: Comparing New Method’s Estimated Methane Emission Inventory with others in 
the United States 
Landfill 
Waste in 
Place (tons) Year 
Estimated Methane 
Emissions (g/sec) 
Seminole County, Florida 6,456,000 2007 Approximately 1000 
Kenosha, Wisconsin37 5,720,000 2003 899 
Central Landfill, Rhode Island38 5,916,449 1996 1293 
 
Figure 8 compares methane emission ranges for individual sources for Case 1, Case 2, 
and Case 4. These three cases were analyzed because all three cases had 193 sources with the 
same x-y locations.  Case 3 was not compared to the other cases because all of the source 
locations were different.  Figure 8 shows three emission ranges: less than 5 g/s, 5-20 g/s, and 
greater than 20 g/s. From Figure 8, it can be seen that most of the individual sources are less than 
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Figure 8: Comparing Methane Emission Ranges for 193 identical locations: Case 1, Case 2, 
& Case 4 
 
4.1.4 Step 1e: Formulate Air Dispersion Model to Test Validity 
The predicted methane emission rates from Case 1 were input into ISC to determine 
modeled ambient CH4 concentrations.  ISC is utilized instead of the current EPA steady-state 
Gaussian air dispersion model, AERMOD, because the ISC model allows one to specify one 
particular hour of meteorological data, such as local wind speed, wind direction, ambient 
temperature, and stability class. APPENIDIC E illustrates the ISC input file.   
Figuer 9 is a scatter plot that compares the ambient air VOC measurements to ISC’s 
modeled concentrations. The scatter plot shows a positive, linear correlation between the 
measured and the predicted VOC concentrations.  The equation for the correlation between the 
measured and the predicted VOC concentrations has a regression coefficient, or slope of 1.04. 
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The slope of 1.04 represents a 1:1 rate of change of the predicted VOC concentrations as a 
function of the measured VOC concentrations.  The square of the correlation coefficient, R2, is 
0.65, indicating a reasonable relationship between the measured and predicted VOC 
concentrations; that is, 65% of the variability in the data is accounted for by the correlation 
equation. Ideally, for a “strong” correlation, the square of the correlation should be 80% or 
greater39.  Based on the 1:2 and 2:1 slope lines, it can be seen that at low measured 
concentrations the model over-predicted significantly, while at higher measured concentrations, 
the model tended to under-predict.  
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This methodology is still a work in progress. More quarters of measured SCL data should 
be assessed, and more landfills should be assessed. A significant modeling effort is needed to test 
for sensitivity to all the parameters: number of sources, errors in concentration measurements, 
wind speed, wind direction, and stability class. However, once the methodology is refined, this 
technique offers much promise to the solid waste industry. First, the calculation of a MSW 
landfill’s carbon footprint can be made with very little extra effort if on-site monitoring data are 
already available (as will be the case for many landfills). Local and national greenhouse gas 
inventories will improve by more accurately calculating methane fugitive emissions from a 
landfill. The ability to check the efficiency of existing gas collection systems will be enhanced 
by determining the emissions at a variety of points within a MSW landfill and identifying areas 
of greater than normal losses. This should also improve the design and maintenance of a 
landfill’s biogas collection system.  The ability to assess potential health and odor impacts will 
increase; thus encouraging more effective land use management near landfills.  
 
4.2 Step 2: Air Dispersion Modeling for Seminole County Landfill 
 The methodology presented earlier was applied to the Seminole County Landfill to 
determine methane concentrations around the landfill.  
 
4.2.1 Step 2a: Run AERMET Preprocessor 
 APPENDIX F shows the three input files required to process the meteorological data in 
AERMET for the Seminole County Landfill.  The NWS hourly surface data is from the Orlando 
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International Airport and upper air data is from Ruskin, Florida.  Both meteorological files are 
from January of 1999 to December of 2003. To accurately depict Seminole County Landfill’s 
physical land-use, an albedo of 0.35, a Bowen ratio of 0.3, and a surface roughness of 1.3 was 
utilized.   
 
4.2.2 Step 2b: Run AERMAP Preprocessor  
 APPENDIX G shows the input file required to process the terrain data in AERMAP for 
the Seminole County Landfill.  A 7.5-minute horizontal datum DEM file for Osceola was 
obtained from USGS.  The Osceola DEM file is used because it is the only DEM file which 
incorporates terrain data from SCL. Two outputs files were generated from AERMAP which 
include the terrain source data and the terrain receptor data.  
 
4.2.3 Step 2c: Run AERMOD  
 APPENDIX H shows the input file required to run AERMOD. In the control pathway, 
the dispersion options are default and concentration, the pollutant of interest is methane, and the 
averaging time is 1 hour. The source pathway specifies 318 point sources, the emission rate for 
each source, and the AERMAP processed terrain data for each source. The receptor pathway 
specifies both receptor grid systems.  The polar grid system begins 800 meters away from the 
center of the Seminole County Landfill and has polar rings every 100 meters until 1400 meters is 
reached.  The Cartesian grid system begins at the northeast corner of the fenceline and goes 
clockwise every 100 meters. The meteorology pathway specifies the pre-processed AERMET 
surface and upper air output files, the station information for both surface and upper air station 
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locations, and the desired one-hour time period that will be modeled. The output pathway 
specifies the desired tabular printed output and threshold violation files.   
 
4.3 Step 3: Apply Ratio to Surrogate 
The step by step methodology presented earlier was applied to the Seminole County 
Landfill to determine the concentrations of odorous species.  
 
4.3.1 Step 3a: Process AERMOD Results 
After running AERMOD, the highest one-hour methane concentrations (ug/m3) from 
each receptor for each year was obtain and put into Excel, see APPENIDIX I. As described 
before, the output files are in a text-file format, so once the numerical outputs are copied and 
pasted into Excel, one must apply the “text to columns” command to separate the desired data.  
 
4.3.2 Setp 3b: Convert Averaging Time 
To consider concentration fluctuations throughout a one-hour time period, the methane 
highest one-hour averaging time concentrations were then converted to methane three-minute 
averaging concentrations by applying equation (12), see APPENDIX I. 
 
4.3.3 Step 3c: Convert Units 
The methane three-minute ug/m3 concentrations were then converted to ppm using 
equation (13) at standard temperature (25˚C) and standard pressure (1 atm), see APPENDIX I.  
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Converting all concentration units to the form of a volume fraction will allow for the application 
of the odor index (volume ratio).  
 
4.3.4 Step 3d: Apply Odor Index (Volume Ratio) to Surrogate 
From Table 3, the main compound contributing to odors in SCL is assumed to be 
hydrogen sulfide. Therefore, from Table 1, a percent volume of hydrogen sulfide (0.002) to 
methane (53.283) is applied, see APPENDIX I.  The ratio is 0.000037535. This ratio can also be 
obtained from laboratory testing of the SCL gas; however literature values are adequate for the 
current research.  
 
4.4 Step 4: Determine Odor Buffer Zones 
The step by step methodology presented earlier was applied to the Seminole County 
Landfill to determine odor buffer zones around the landfill.  
 
4.4.1 Step 4a: Analyze Odorous Compounds 
From Table 3: Ranking of Odorous Trace Species, the main compound contributing to 
odors at Seminole County Landfill was assumed to be hydrogen sulfide.   
 
4.4.2 Step 4b: Determine Threshold Values 
Odor buffer zones around the Seminole County Landfills were determined based on three 
threshold values: 1) The California ambient air quality standard (CAAQS) one-hour limit for 
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hydrogen sulfide of 30 ppb12,  2) A one-hour hydrogen sulfide threshold of 5 ppb, and 3) A one-
hour  hydrogen sulfide threshold of 1 ppb.  Since EPA does not have a National Ambient Air 
Quality Standard (NAAQS) for hydrogen sulfide, the California standard of 30 ppb is assumed to 
be the acceptable threshold value.  With current SCL landfill emissions, a graphical display that 
estimates the percent exceedance verses distance is not possible since the 30 ppb threshold value 
was not exceeded. Therefore, a one-hour hydrogen sulfide threshold of 5 ppb and 1 ppb act as 
multipliers for the total landfill emissions; a threshold value of 5 ppb multiplies the total landfill 
emissions by a factor of 6, and a threshold value of 1ppb multiplies the total landfill emissions by 
a factor of 30.  By increasing the landfill emissions, the author is able to demonstrate the use of 
the graphical display that estimates the percent exceedance verses distance.  
 
4.4.3 Step 4c: Apply Odor Index (Volume Ratio) to Surrogate 
The three threshold values were converted from one-hour hydrogen sulfide threshold 
values to one hour methane threshold methane using a ratio of 26,641.5 (53.283% divided by 
0.002%) as described earlier. Table 10: shows the calculated methane thresholds in both ppm and 
ug/m3.  
Table 10: Odor Thresholds 
H2S 1-hr Odor Threshold 
(ppb) 
CH4 1-hr Threshold 
(ppm) 
CH4 1-hr Threshold 
(ug/m3) 
30 799 523,023 
5 133 87,171 
1 27 17,434 
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4.4.4 Step 4d: Run AERMOD 
Three threshold violation files (MAXFILE) were created in AERMOD for one-hour 
methane threshold values (523,023 ug/m3, 87,171 ug/m3, and 17,434 ug/m3).  AERMOD was run 
for six different distances (800 meters, 900 meters, 1000 meters, 1100 meters, 1200 meters, and 
1400 meters) around the Seminole County Landfill for the year 2001.  Figure 10: Odor Buffer 
Rings shows the location of each odor ring with respect to the Seminole County Landfill. 
APPENDIX J shows the highest 1-hr hydrogen sulfide concentrations in ppb at each odor ring 
for each receptor.  
 
 






4.4.5 Step 4e: Process AERMOD Results 
From the MAXFILE output files, the number of threshold exceedances at each distance 
was then determined.  The number of receptor-hours of data for each distance was also 
calculated.  Table 8 shows the percent of exceedances for each odor ring.  As would be expected 
the number of exceedances decrease by distance.  From Table 11, all odor rings for the Seminole 
County Landfill are in compliance with CAAQS one-hour H2S value of 30 ppb as the threshold. 
For both the 5 ppb and 1 ppb hydrogen sulfide odor thresholds, the highest percent of 
exceedance is 1.39%.  The conclusion can be made that the Seminole County Landfill’s 
management and biogas collection system are successfully managing and collecting the landfills’ 




Table 11: SCL’s Exceedances of Odor Threshold of 30 ppb,  5 ppb, and 1 ppb 
   
30 ppb H2S   
1-hr Threshold 
5 ppb H2S  
1-hr Threshold 
1 ppb H2S  
1-hr Threshold 
    
523,023 ug/m3 CH4  
1-hr Threshold 
87,171 ug/m3 CH4  
1-hr Threshold 




















1 800 315360 0 0.0% 613 0.19% 4391 1.39% 
2 900 315360 0 0.0% 313 0.10% 3160 1.00% 
3 1000 315360 0 0.0% 145 0.05% 2471 0.78% 
4 1100 315360 0 0.0% 67 0.02% 2041 0.65% 
5 1200 315360 0 0.0% 26 0.01% 1712 0.54% 
6 1400 315360 0 0.0% 6 0.00% 1319 0.42% 
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4.4.6 Step 4f: Create Visual Tool 
Figure 11 is a visual tool which shows the expected percent of exceedance for each odor 
threshold at each distance from the Seminole County Landfill.  Based on Table 11 and Figure 11, 
the community can move as close to 800 meters from center of the Seminole County Landfill 
and still not expect to detect any odors, based on a threshold of 30 ppb hydrogen sulfide. It is 
noted that other odorous compounds are possibly contributing to SCL’s odors; therefore a gas 
sample from SCL should be collected and analyzed to determine which odorous compound is the 





























30ppb H2S  1-hr Threshold 5ppb H2S 1-hr Threshold 1ppb H2S 1-hr Threshold  
 




CHAPTER FIVE:  CONCLUSIONS 
Managing odors from landfills is becoming an important issue, both for states and 
counties.  Effective odor management requires accurate and reproducible predictions of odor 
emissions and dispersion. By determining a critical zone around a landfill with regards to odor, 
as presented in this thesis, stakeholders will be able to better assist their communities.  
This thesis documents the first year’s development of odor concentrations around the 
Seminole County Landfill using AERMOD, in hopes of establishing a dependable and 
reproducible method for quantifying odor buffer zones in the state of Florida. The theory, 
methodology, case studies, results, conclusions, and recommendations have been described in 
detail. The conclusions of this research include:  
 
[1] A methodology has been demonstrated for determining methane emissions from a MSW 
landfill. This new method uses hundreds of ambient air VOC measurements taken within 
a landfill, and represents emissions as hundreds of point sources. The standard Gaussian 
dispersion equations are solved by matrix inversion methods to give the best-fit values 
for source emission rates;   
 
[2] A methodology has been applied to predict downwind odor concentrations using methane 
emission rates as surrogates for odor emissions by applying the ratio of trace chemical 
species to methane; 
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[3] A methodology for establishing odor buffers zones around a MSW landfill has been 
demonstrated.  The method uses AERMOD to estimate the dispersion of methane at 
different distance from the center of a MSW landfill with respect to odor detection limits.  
 
[4] An odor buffer zone visual aid was developed based on detection limits for trace 
chemical species for the Seminole County Landfill (SCL). Based on hydrogen sulfide, 
SCL has no odor problems at the present time.  
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CHAPTER SIX:  RECOMMENDATIONS 
The long-term objective for this three-year project is to develop an accurate odor 
modeling tool to help predict appropriate buffer distances between landfills and housing 
developments. To help accomplish this objective, the first of two air dispersion models, 
AERMOD, has been used to develop odor concentration profiles around the Seminole County 
Landfill.   
Future studies should include air dispersion modeling using CALPUFF using similar 
methodologies as the ones presented in this thesis to also develop odor concentrations around the 
Seminole County Landfill.  The odor concentrations from both models should be compared to 
determine which model is better suited for this modeling task. The chosen model’s results can 
then be used to develop a modeling/screening tool for use by counties and other landfill owners 
to provide a scientifically defensible means for establishing appropriate buffer distances around 
landfills.  Before further studies are performed, the author recommends that actual gas samples 
from the SCL be collected and analyzed to see, if indeed, hydrogen sulfide is the main 




APPENDIX A: SEMINOLE COUNTY LANDFILL VOC MEASUREMENTS 
















Figure A-1: Seminole County Landfill VOC Reading Locations
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APPENDIX B: ESTIMATING METHANE EMISSIONS (SIMPLE 
SCENARIO TEST CASE) 
 66
Estimating Methane Emissions: Simple Scenario Test Case 
 Prior to estimating the methane emissions throughout the Seminole County Landfill using 
the new technique, a simple scenario was devised as a “test case” to determine if MATLAB 
could indeed predict source strengths accurately. This test case is based upon a small and 




Figure B-1: Test Case Source-Receptor Geometry 
 
 Instead of obtaining ambient air VOC measurements, the test case relied on a modeling 
exercise, described as follows. Fifteen receptors and ten sources were judiciously placed in a 
grid, and their X-Y coordinates determined (see Figure B-1). Source emission rates, SAssumed, 
were assumed (see Table B-1), and the Gaussian dispersion model, represented as equations (1-6 
in Chapter 3), was programmed into an Excel spreadsheet, and solved for a specific meteorology: 
wind speed of 2 m/s, wind direction from 40˚, and stability class C. The calculated receptor 




Table B-1: Source Data 
Source Number x y SAssumed (µg/s) 
1 800 500 500000 
2 1100 1100 600000 
3 1100 800 900000 
4 1200 700 400000 
5 1200 1000 330000 
6 900 300 200000 
7 1100 500 150000 
8 1000 600 800000 
9 1200 600 110000 
10 1500 800 700000 
 
 
Table B-2: Receptor Data 
Receptor Number x y CExcel (µg/m3) 
1 600 400 33 
2 700 300 164 
3 600 100 93 
4 800 400 235 
5 900 500 649 
6 1000 300 49 
7 1000 400 171 
8 1600 1100 0 
9 1000 700 648 
10 1100 600 273 
11 800 200 199 
12 1200 500 62 
13 1400 600 41 
14 1000 750 70 
15 800 900 4 
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 To test the proposed matrix inversion using MATLAB, all geometric data and the 
receptor concentrations were entered, and the standard Gaussian dispersion equations were 
solved using MATLAB to determine the best-fit emission rate at each source.  Table B-3 
compares the known emission rates, SAssumed to MATLAB’s predicted emissions rates, SPredicted.  
From Table B-3, it was concluded that the matrix inversion methods can perform extremely 
accurately.   
  
Table B-3: Comparing Given Emission Rates to Predicted MATLAB Emission Rates 
Source Number SAssumed (µg/s) SPredicted (µg/s) 
1 500000 500000.4 
2 600000 600000.5 
3 900000 900000.8 
4 400000 400000.3 
5 330000 330000.3 
6 200000 200000.2 
7 150000 150000.1 
8 800000 800000.7 
9 110000 110000.1 
10 700000 700000.6 
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APPENDIX C: SEMINOLE COUNTY LANDFILL SOURCES AND 






























From Topo  (meters) 
1 491506.7 3185653.2 6.10 
2 491520.2 3185618 6.10 
3 491495.2 3185593 6.10 
4 491470.2 3185618 6.10 
5 491595.2 3185643 6.10 
6 491620.2 3185618 6.10 
7 491595.2 3185593 6.10 
8 491570.2 3185618 6.10 
9 491695.2 3185643 6.10 
10 491720.2 3185618 6.10 
11 491695.2 3185593 6.10 
12 491670.2 3185618 6.10 
13 491795.2 3185643 6.10 
14 491820.2 3185618 6.10 
15 491795.2 3185593 6.10 
16 491770.2 3185618 6.10 
17 491895.2 3185643 6.10 
18 491920.2 3185618 6.10 
19 491895.2 3185593 6.10 
20 491870.2 3185618 6.10 









From Topo  (meters) 
22 492020.2 3185618 6.10 
23 491995.2 3185593 6.10 
24 491970.2 3185618 6.10 
25 492095.2 3185643 6.10 
26 492120.2 3185618 6.10 
27 492095.2 3185593 6.10 
28 492070.2 3185618 6.10 
29 492095.2 3185543 6.10 
30 492120.2 3185518 6.10 
31 492095.2 3185493 6.10 
32 492070.2 3185518 6.10 
33 491995.2 3185543 12.19 
34 492020.2 3185518 12.19 
35 491995.2 3185493 12.19 
36 491970.2 3185518 12.19 
37 491895.2 3185543 12.19 
38 491920.2 3185518 12.19 
39 491895.2 3185493 12.19 
40 491870.2 3185518 12.19 
41 491795.2 3185543 12.19 
42 491820.2 3185518 12.19 
43 491795.2 3185493 12.19 
44 491770.2 3185518 12.19 
45 491695.2 3185543 12.19 
46 491720.2 3185518 12.19 
47 491695.2 3185493 12.19 
48 491670.2 3185518 12.19 
49 491620.2 3185518 12.19 
50 491595.2 3185493 12.19 
51 491570.2 3185518 12.19 
52 491495.2 3185543 12.19 
53 491520.2 3185518 12.19 
54 491495.2 3185493 12.19 
55 491470.2 3185518 12.19 
56 491395.2 3185543 12.19 
57 491420.2 3185518 12.19 
58 491395.2 3185493 12.19 
59 491395.2 3185443 12.19 
60 491420.2 3185418 12.19 
61 491395.2 3185393 12.19 
62 491370.2 3185418 12.19 
63 491495.2 3185443 18.29 









From Topo  (meters) 
65 491495.2 3185393 18.29 
66 491470.2 3185418 18.29 
67 491595.2 3185443 18.29 
68 491620.2 3185418 18.29 
69 491595.2 3185393 18.29 
70 491570.2 3185418 18.29 
71 491695.2 3185443 18.29 
72 491720.2 3185418 18.29 
73 491695.2 3185393 18.29 
74 491670.2 3185418 18.29 
75 491795.2 3185443 24.38 
76 491820.2 3185418 24.38 
77 491795.2 3185393 24.38 
78 491770.2 3185418 24.38 
79 491895.2 3185443 24.38 
80 491920.2 3185418 24.38 
81 491895.2 3185393 24.38 
82 491870.2 3185418 24.38 
83 491995.2 3185443 24.38 
84 492020.2 3185418 24.38 
85 491995.2 3185393 12.19 
86 491970.2 3185418 12.19 
87 492095.2 3185443 12.19 
88 492120.2 3185418 12.19 
89 492095.2 3185393 12.19 
90 492070.2 3185418 12.19 
91 491995.2 3185343 12.19 
92 492020.2 3185318 12.19 
93 491995.2 3185293 12.19 
94 491970.2 3185318 12.19 
95 491895.2 3185343 15.24 
96 491920.2 3185318 15.24 
97 491895.2 3185293 15.24 
98 491870.2 3185318 15.24 
99 491795.2 3185343 15.24 
100 491820.2 3185318 15.24 
101 491795.2 3185293 15.24 
102 491770.2 3185318 15.24 
103 491695.2 3185343 15.24 
104 491720.2 3185318 15.24 
105 491695.2 3185293 15.24 
106 491670.2 3185318 15.24 









From Topo  (meters) 
108 491620.2 3185318 15.24 
109 491595.2 3185293 15.24 
110 491570.2 3185318 15.24 
111 491495.2 3185343 15.24 
112 491520.2 3185318 15.24 
113 491495.2 3185293 15.24 
114 491470.2 3185318 15.24 
115 491595.2 3185243 15.24 
116 491620.2 3185218 15.24 
117 491595.2 3185193 21.33 
118 491570.2 3185218 21.33 
119 491695.2 3185243 21.33 
120 491720.2 3185218 21.33 
121 491695.2 3185193 21.33 
122 491670.2 3185218 21.33 
123 491795.2 3185243 21.33 
124 491820.2 3185218 21.33 
125 491795.2 3185193 21.33 
126 491770.2 3185218 21.33 
127 491895.2 3185243 21.33 
128 491920.2 3185218 21.33 
129 491895.2 3185193 21.33 
130 491870.2 3185218 21.33 
131 491995.2 3185243 21.33 
132 492020.2 3185218 21.33 
133 491995.2 3185193 21.33 
134 491970.2 3185218 21.33 
135 491320.2 3185318 21.33 
136 491295.2 3185293 21.33 
137 491395.2 3185343 21.33 
138 491420.2 3185318 21.33 
139 491395.2 3185293 21.33 
140 491370.2 3185318 21.33 
141 491395.2 3185243 21.33 
142 491420.2 3185218 21.33 
143 491395.2 3185193 21.33 
144 491370.2 3185218 21.33 
145 491295.2 3185243 21.33 
146 491320.2 3185218 21.33 
147 491295.2 3185193 21.33 
148 491270.2 3185218 21.33 
149 491195.2 3185243 21.33 









From Topo  (meters) 
151 491195.2 3185193 21.33 
152 491170.2 3185218 21.33 
153 491195.2 3185143 21.33 
154 491195.2 3185093 21.33 
155 491170.2 3185118 21.33 
156 491295.2 3185143 21.33 
157 491320.2 3185118 21.33 
158 491295.2 3185093 21.33 
159 491270.2 3185118 21.33 
160 491395.2 3185143 30.48 
161 491420.2 3185118 30.48 
162 491395.2 3185093 30.48 
163 491370.2 3185118 30.48 
164 491495.2 3185143 30.48 
165 491520.2 3185118 30.48 
166 491495.2 3185093 30.48 
167 491470.2 3185118 30.48 
168 491495.2 3185043 30.48 
169 491520.2 3185018 30.48 
170 491495.2 3184993 30.48 
171 491470.2 3185018 30.48 
172 491395.2 3185043 30.48 
173 491420.2 3185018 30.48 
174 491395.2 3184993 30.48 
175 491370.2 3185018 30.48 
176 491295.2 3185043 30.48 
177 491320.2 3185018 30.48 
178 491295.2 3184993 30.48 
179 491270.2 3185018 30.48 
180 491195.2 3185043 30.48 
181 491220.2 3185018 30.48 
182 491195.2 3184993 30.48 
183 491220.2 3184918 30.48 
184 491295.2 3184943 30.48 
185 491295.2 3184893 30.48 
186 491270.2 3184918 30.48 
187 491395.2 3184943 36.57 
188 491420.2 3184918 36.57 
189 491370.2 3184918 36.57 
190 491495.2 3184943 36.57 
191 491520.2 3184918 36.57 
192 491495.2 3184893 36.57 









From Topo  (meters) 
194 491595.2 3184943 36.57 
195 491620.2 3184918 36.57 
196 491595.2 3184893 36.57 
197 491570.2 3184918 36.57 
198 491620.2 3184818 36.57 
199 491570.2 3184818 36.57 
200 491495.2 3184843 36.57 
201 491420.2 3184818 36.57 
202 491370.2 3184818 36.57 
203 491320.2 3184818 36.57 
204 492141.7 3185597.8 36.57 
205 491421.2 3185568 36.57 
206 491471.2 3185568 33.53 
207 491521.2 3185568 33.53 
208 491571.2 3185568 33.53 
209 491621.2 3185568 33.53 
210 491671.2 3185568 33.53 
211 491721.2 3185568 33.53 
212 491771.2 3185568 33.53 
213 491821.2 3185568 33.53 
214 491871.2 3185568 33.53 
215 491921.2 3185568 33.53 
216 491971.2 3185568 33.53 
217 492021.2 3185568 33.53 
218 492071.2 3185568 33.53 
219 492121.2 3185568 33.53 
220 491371.2 3185468 33.53 
221 491421.2 3185468 33.53 
222 491471.2 3185468 33.53 
223 491521.2 3185468 33.53 
224 491571.2 3185468 33.53 
225 491621.2 3185468 33.53 
226 491671.2 3185468 33.53 
227 491721.2 3185468 33.53 
228 491771.2 3185468 33.53 
229 491821.2 3185468 33.53 
230 491871.2 3185468 33.53 
231 491921.2 3185468 33.53 
232 491971.2 3185468 33.53 
233 492021.2 3185468 24.38 
234 492071.2 3185468 24.38 
235 492121.2 3185468 24.38 









From Topo  (meters) 
237 491421.2 3185368 24.38 
238 491471.2 3185368 24.38 
239 491521.2 3185368 24.38 
240 491571.2 3185368 24.38 
241 491621.2 3185368 24.38 
242 491671.2 3185368 24.38 
243 491721.2 3185368 24.38 
244 491771.2 3185368 24.38 
245 491821.2 3185368 24.38 
246 491871.2 3185368 24.38 
247 491921.2 3185368 24.38 
248 491971.2 3185368 24.38 
249 492021.2 3185368 27.43 
250 492071.2 3185368 27.43 
251 492133 3185551.2 27.43 
252 491271.2 3185368 27.43 
253 491321.2 3185368 27.43 
254 491171.2 3185268 27.43 
255 491221.2 3185268 27.43 
256 491271.2 3185268 27.43 
257 491321.2 3185268 15.24 
258 491371.2 3185268 15.24 
259 491421.2 3185268 15.24 
260 491471.2 3185268 15.24 
261 491521.2 3185268 15.24 
262 491571.2 3185268 15.24 
263 491621.2 3185268 15.24 
264 491671.2 3185268 15.24 
265 491721.2 3185268 15.24 
266 491771.2 3185268 15.24 
267 491821.2 3185268 15.24 
268 491871.2 3185268 15.24 
269 491921.2 3185268 15.24 
270 491971.2 3185268 15.24 
271 492021.2 3185268 15.24 
272 491171.2 3185168 15.24 
273 491221.2 3185168 15.24 
274 491271.2 3185168 15.24 
275 491321.2 3185168 15.24 
276 491371.2 3185168 15.24 
277 491421.2 3185168 15.24 
278 491471.2 3185168 15.24 









From Topo  (meters) 
280 491221.2 3185068 15.24 
281 491271.2 3185068 15.24 
282 491321.2 3185068 15.24 
283 491371.2 3185068 15.24 
284 491421.2 3185068 15.24 
285 491471.2 3185068 15.24 
286 491521.2 3185068 15.24 
287 491571.2 3185068 15.24 
288 491221.2 3184968 15.24 
289 491271.2 3184968 15.24 
290 491321.2 3184968 15.24 
291 491371.2 3184968 15.24 
292 491421.2 3184968 15.24 
293 491471.2 3184968 15.24 
294 491521.2 3184968 15.24 
295 491571.2 3184968 15.24 
296 491621.2 3184968 15.24 
297 491570.2 3185018 15.24 
298 491620.2 3185018 15.24 
299 491476.6 3185653.2 15.24 
300 491683.6 3185656 15.24 
301 491781.2 3185654.5 15.24 
302 491820.8 3185653.5 15.24 
303 491919.8 3185657.5 15.24 
304 491969.2 3185656 15.24 
305 492061.7 3185478.5 15.24 
306 491555.2 3185339 15.24 
307 491999.8 3185621 15.24 
308 491947.9 3185616.8 15.24 
309 492097.2 3185666.8 15.24 
310 492128.2 3185660.5 15.24 
311 492029.8 3185651 15.24 
312 491551.6 3185652.2 15.24 
313 491650.9 3185654.2 15.24 
314 491742.7 3185655.5 15.24 
315 491848.2 3185653 15.24 
316 491941.8 3185661.2 15.24 
317 492047.8 3185662.5 15.24 
318 492150.7 3185664.2 15.24 
319 492147.2 3185626.5 15.24 
320 491720.2 3184818 15.24 
321 491470.2 3185218 15.24 









From Topo  (meters) 
323 491295.2 3185393 15.24 
324 491320.2 3185418 15.24 
325 491345.2 3185493 15.24 
326 491321.2 3185468 15.24 
327 491270.2 3185418 15.24 





























Elevation Terrain From 
DEM File (meters) 
Polar 1 491740.17 3185903.25 4 
Polar 2 491757.53 3186001.73 4 
Polar 3 491774.9 3186100.21 4 
Polar 4 491792.26 3186198.69 4 
Polar 5 491809.63 3186297.17 4 
Polar 6 491844.36 3186494.13 4 
Polar 7 491874.87 3185867.15 4 
Polar 8 491909.07 3185961.12 4 
Polar 9 491943.27 3186055.09 4 
Polar 10 491977.47 3186149.06 4 
Polar 11 492011.68 3186243.03 4 








Elevation Terrain From 
DEM File (meters) 
Polar 13 492001.25 3185808.22 4 
Polar 14 492051.25 3185894.82 4 
Polar 15 492101.25 3185981.43 4 
Polar 16 492151.25 3186068.03 4 
Polar 17 492201.25 3186154.63 4 
Polar 18 492301.25 3186327.84 5 
Polar 19 492115.48 3185728.24 4 
Polar 20 492179.76 3185804.84 5 
Polar 21 492244.04 3185881.44 5 
Polar 22 492308.32 3185958.05 5 
Polar 23 492372.6 3186034.65 5 
Polar 24 492501.15 3186187.86 5 
Polar 25 492214.09 3185629.63 5 
Polar 26 492290.69 3185693.91 5 
Polar 27 492367.3 3185758.19 5 
Polar 28 492443.9 3185822.47 5 
Polar 29 492520.5 3185886.75 5 
Polar 30 492673.71 3186015.3 5 
Polar 31 492294.07 3185515.4 4 
Polar 32 492380.67 3185565.4 4 
Polar 33 492467.28 3185615.4 4 
Polar 34 492553.88 3185665.4 5 
Polar 35 492640.48 3185715.4 5 
Polar 36 492813.69 3185815.4 5 
Polar 37 492353.01 3185389.02 4 
Polar 38 492446.97 3185423.22 4 
Polar 39 492540.94 3185457.42 5 
Polar 40 492634.91 3185491.62 5 
Polar 41 492728.88 3185525.82 5 
Polar 42 492916.82 3185594.23 5 
Polar 43 492389.1 3185254.32 4 
Polar 44 492487.58 3185271.68 4 
Polar 45 492586.06 3185289.05 4 
Polar 46 492684.54 3185306.41 5 
Polar 47 492783.02 3185323.78 5 
Polar 48 492979.98 3185358.51 5 
Polar 49 492401.25 3185115.4 4 








Elevation Terrain From 
DEM File (meters) 
Polar 51 492601.25 3185115.4 4 
Polar 52 492701.25 3185115.4 5 
Polar 53 492801.25 3185115.4 5 
Polar 54 493001.25 3185115.4 5 
Polar 55 492389.1 3184976.48 4 
Polar 56 492487.58 3184959.12 4 
Polar 57 492586.06 3184941.75 4 
Polar 58 492684.54 3184924.39 5 
Polar 59 492783.02 3184907.02 5 
Polar 60 492979.98 3184872.29 5 
Polar 61 492353.01 3184841.78 5 
Polar 62 492446.97 3184807.58 5 
Polar 63 492540.94 3184773.38 5 
Polar 64 492634.91 3184739.18 5 
Polar 65 492728.88 3184704.98 5 
Polar 66 492916.82 3184636.57 5 
Polar 67 492294.07 3184715.4 5 
Polar 68 492380.67 3184665.4 5 
Polar 69 492467.28 3184615.4 5 
Polar 70 492553.88 3184565.4 5 
Polar 71 492640.48 3184515.4 5 
Polar 72 492813.69 3184415.4 6 
Polar 73 492214.09 3184601.17 6 
Polar 74 492290.69 3184536.89 6 
Polar 75 492367.3 3184472.61 6 
Polar 76 492443.9 3184408.33 6 
Polar 77 492520.5 3184344.05 6 
Polar 78 492673.71 3184215.5 6 
Polar 79 492115.48 3184502.56 6 
Polar 80 492179.76 3184425.96 6 
Polar 81 492244.04 3184349.36 6 
Polar 82 492308.32 3184272.75 6 
Polar 83 492372.6 3184196.15 6 
Polar 84 492501.15 3184042.94 6 
Polar 85 492001.25 3184422.58 6 
Polar 86 492051.25 3184335.98 6 
Polar 87 492101.25 3184249.37 6 








Elevation Terrain From 
DEM File (meters) 
Polar 89 492201.25 3184076.17 6 
Polar 90 492301.25 3183902.96 6 
Polar 91 491874.87 3184363.65 6 
Polar 92 491909.07 3184269.68 6 
Polar 93 491943.27 3184175.71 6 
Polar 94 491977.47 3184081.74 6 
Polar 95 492011.68 3183987.77 6 
Polar 96 492080.08 3183799.83 6 
Polar 97 491740.17 3184327.55 6 
Polar 98 491757.53 3184229.07 6 
Polar 99 491774.9 3184130.59 6 
Polar 100 491792.26 3184032.11 6 
Polar 101 491809.63 3183933.63 6 
Polar 102 491844.36 3183736.67 6 
Polar 103 491601.25 3184315.4 6 
Polar 104 491601.25 3184215.4 6 
Polar 105 491601.25 3184115.4 6 
Polar 106 491601.25 3184015.4 6 
Polar 107 491601.25 3183915.4 6 
Polar 108 491601.25 3183715.4 6 
Polar 109 491462.33 3184327.55 6 
Polar 110 491444.97 3184229.07 6 
Polar 111 491427.6 3184130.59 6 
Polar 112 491410.24 3184032.11 6 
Polar 113 491392.87 3183933.63 6 
Polar 114 491358.14 3183736.67 6 
Polar 115 491327.64 3184363.65 7 
Polar 116 491293.43 3184269.68 7 
Polar 117 491259.23 3184175.71 6 
Polar 118 491225.03 3184081.74 6 
Polar 119 491190.83 3183987.77 6 
Polar 120 491122.42 3183799.83 6 
Polar 121 491201.25 3184422.58 7 
Polar 122 491151.25 3184335.98 6 
Polar 123 491101.25 3184249.37 6 
Polar 124 491051.25 3184162.77 6 
Polar 125 491001.25 3184076.17 6 








Elevation Terrain From 
DEM File (meters) 
Polar 127 491087.02 3184502.56 6 
Polar 128 491022.74 3184425.96 6 
Polar 129 490958.46 3184349.36 6 
Polar 130 490894.19 3184272.75 6 
Polar 131 490829.91 3184196.15 6 
Polar 132 490701.35 3184042.94 6 
Polar 133 490988.42 3184601.17 6 
Polar 134 490911.81 3184536.89 6 
Polar 135 490835.21 3184472.61 6 
Polar 136 490758.6 3184408.33 6 
Polar 137 490682 3184344.05 6 
Polar 138 490528.79 3184215.5 6 
Polar 139 490908.43 3184715.4 6 
Polar 140 490821.83 3184665.4 6 
Polar 141 490735.23 3184615.4 6 
Polar 142 490648.62 3184565.4 6 
Polar 143 490562.02 3184515.4 6 
Polar 144 490388.82 3184415.4 6 
Polar 145 490849.5 3184841.78 6 
Polar 146 490755.53 3184807.58 6 
Polar 147 490661.56 3184773.38 6 
Polar 148 490567.59 3184739.18 6 
Polar 149 490473.62 3184704.98 6 
Polar 150 490285.68 3184636.57 6 
Polar 151 490813.41 3184976.48 6 
Polar 152 490714.92 3184959.12 6 
Polar 153 490616.44 3184941.75 6 
Polar 154 490517.96 3184924.39 6 
Polar 155 490419.48 3184907.02 6 
Polar 156 490222.52 3184872.29 6 
Polar 157 490801.25 3185115.4 6 
Polar 158 490701.25 3185115.4 6 
Polar 159 490601.25 3185115.4 6 
Polar 160 490501.25 3185115.4 6 
Polar 161 490401.25 3185115.4 6 
Polar 162 490201.25 3185115.4 6 
Polar 163 490813.41 3185254.32 5 








Elevation Terrain From 
DEM File (meters) 
Polar 165 490616.44 3185289.05 5 
Polar 166 490517.96 3185306.41 5 
Polar 167 490419.48 3185323.78 5 
Polar 168 490222.52 3185358.51 5 
Polar 169 490849.5 3185389.02 5 
Polar 170 490755.53 3185423.22 5 
Polar 171 490661.56 3185457.42 5 
Polar 172 490567.59 3185491.62 5 
Polar 173 490473.62 3185525.82 5 
Polar 174 490285.68 3185594.23 5 
Polar 175 490908.43 3185515.4 5 
Polar 176 490821.83 3185565.4 5 
Polar 177 490735.23 3185615.4 4 
Polar 178 490648.62 3185665.4 5 
Polar 179 490562.02 3185715.4 4 
Polar 180 490388.82 3185815.4 4 
Polar 181 490988.42 3185629.63 4 
Polar 182 490911.81 3185693.91 4 
Polar 183 490835.21 3185758.19 4 
Polar 184 490758.6 3185822.47 4 
Polar 185 490682 3185886.75 4 
Polar 186 490528.79 3186015.3 4 
Polar 187 491087.02 3185728.24 4 
Polar 188 491022.74 3185804.84 4 
Polar 189 490958.46 3185881.44 4 
Polar 190 490894.19 3185958.05 4 
Polar 191 490829.91 3186034.65 4 
Polar 192 490701.35 3186187.86 4 
Polar 193 491201.25 3185808.22 4 
Polar 194 491151.25 3185894.82 4 
Polar 195 491101.25 3185981.43 4 
Polar 196 491051.25 3186068.03 4 
Polar 197 491001.25 3186154.63 4 
Polar 198 490901.25 3186327.84 4 
Polar 199 491327.64 3185867.15 4 
Polar 200 491293.43 3185961.12 4 
Polar 201 491259.23 3186055.09 4 








Elevation Terrain From 
DEM File (meters) 
Polar 203 491190.83 3186243.03 4 
Polar 204 491122.42 3186430.97 4 
Polar 205 491462.33 3185903.25 4 
Polar 206 491444.97 3186001.73 4 
Polar 207 491427.6 3186100.21 4 
Polar 208 491410.24 3186198.69 4 
Polar 209 491392.87 3186297.17 4 
Polar 210 491358.14 3186494.13 4 
Polar 211 491601.25 3185915.4 4 
Polar 212 491601.25 3186015.4 4 
Polar 213 491601.25 3186115.4 4 
Polar 214 491601.25 3186215.4 4 
Polar 215 491601.25 3186315.4 4 
Polar 216 491601.25 3186515.4 4 
Fenceline 1 491545.5 3185868 4 
Fenceline 2 491545.5 3185768 4 
Fenceline 3 491545.5 3185668 4 
Fenceline 4 491645.5 3185668 4 
Fenceline 5 491745.5 3185668 4 
Fenceline 6 491845.5 3185668 4 
Fenceline 7 491945.5 3185668 4 
Fenceline 8 492045.5 3185668 4 
Fenceline 9 492145.5 3185668 4 
Fenceline 10 492145.5 3185568 4 
Fenceline 11 492145.5 3185468 4 
Fenceline 12 492145.5 3185368 4 
Fenceline 13 492145.5 3185268 4 
Fenceline 14 492145.5 3185168 4 
Fenceline 15 492145.5 3185068 4.01 
Fenceline 16 492145.5 3184968 5 
Fenceline 17 492145.5 3184868 5 
Fenceline 18 492145.5 3184768 5 
Fenceline 19 492145.5 3184668 5.4 
Fenceline 20 492145.5 3184568 6 
Fenceline 21 492045.5 3184568 6 
Fenceline 22 491945.5 3184568 6 
Fenceline 23 491845.5 3184568 6 








Elevation Terrain From 
DEM File (meters) 
Fenceline 25 491645.5 3184568 6 
Fenceline 26 491545.5 3184568 6 
Fenceline 27 491445.5 3184568 6 
Fenceline 28 491345.5 3184568 6 
Fenceline 29 491245.5 3184568 6.11 
Fenceline 30 491145.5 3184568 6.38 
Fenceline 31 491045.5 3184568 6 
Fenceline 32 491045.5 3184668 6 
Fenceline 33 491045.5 3184768 6 
Fenceline 34 491045.5 3184868 5.73 
Fenceline 35 491045.5 3184968 5 
Fenceline 36 491045.5 3185068 5 
Fenceline 37 491045.5 3185168 5 
Fenceline 38 491045.5 3185268 5 
Fenceline 39 491045.5 3185368 5 
Fenceline 40 491045.5 3185468 5 
Fenceline 41 491145.5 3185468 5 
Fenceline 42 491145.5 3185568 4 
Fenceline 43 491245.5 3185568 4 
Fenceline 44 491245.5 3185668 4 
Fenceline 45 491245.5 3185768 4 
Fenceline 46 491345.5 3185768 4 
Fenceline 47 491345.5 3185868 4 
Fenceline 48 491445.5 3185868 4 
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1 491506.6 3185653.1 16.2 
2 491520.2 3185618.0 0.0 
3 491495.2 3185593.0 0.0 
4 491470.2 3185618.0 0.0 
5 491595.2 3185643.0 12.2 
6 491620.2 3185618.0 0.0 
7 491595.2 3185593.0 0.0 
8 491570.2 3185618.0 0.0 
9 491695.2 3185643.0 0.0 
10 491720.2 3185618.0 0.0 
11 491695.2 3185593.0 7.3 
12 491670.2 3185618.0 0.0 
13 491795.2 3185643.0 0.0 
14 491820.2 3185618.0 2.1 
15 491795.2 3185593.0 15.7 
16 491770.2 3185618.0 29.2 
17 491895.2 3185643.0 0.0 
18 491920.2 3185618.0 19.2 
19 491895.2 3185593.0 0.0 
20 491870.2 3185618.0 18.3 
21 491995.2 3185643.0 0.3 
22 492020.2 3185618.0 1.2 
23 491995.2 3185593.0 4.8 
24 491970.2 3185618.0 3.8 
25 492095.2 3185643.0 8.9 
26 492120.2 3185618.0 0.0 
27 492095.2 3185593.0 0.0 
28 492070.2 3185618.0 1.3 
29 492095.2 3185543.0 0.5 
30 492120.2 3185518.0 0.0 
31 492095.2 3185493.0 1.0 
32 492070.2 3185518.0 0.0 
33 491995.2 3185543.0 0.0 















35 491995.2 3185493.0 0.0 
36 491970.2 3185518.0 4.1 
37 491895.2 3185543.0 0.0 
38 491920.2 3185518.0 0.0 
39 491895.2 3185493.0 0.0 
40 491870.2 3185518.0 0.0 
41 491795.2 3185543.0 0.0 
42 491820.2 3185518.0 0.0 
43 491795.2 3185493.0 0.0 
44 491770.2 3185518.0 0.0 
45 491695.2 3185543.0 0.0 
46 491720.2 3185518.0 0.0 
47 491695.2 3185493.0 0.0 
48 491670.2 3185518.0 0.0 
49 491620.2 3185518.0 0.0 
50 491595.2 3185493.0 0.0 
51 491570.2 3185518.0 0.0 
52 491495.2 3185543.0 0.0 
53 491520.2 3185518.0 0.0 
54 491495.2 3185493.0 0.0 
55 491470.2 3185518.0 0.0 
56 491395.2 3185543.0 0.0 
57 491420.2 3185518.0 0.0 
58 491395.2 3185493.0 0.0 
59 491395.2 3185443.0 0.0 
60 491420.2 3185418.0 0.0 
61 491395.2 3185393.0 0.0 
62 491370.2 3185418.0 0.0 
63 491495.2 3185443.0 0.0 
64 491520.2 3185418.0 0.0 
65 491495.2 3185393.0 0.0 
66 491470.2 3185418.0 0.0 
67 491595.2 3185443.0 21.5 
68 491620.2 3185418.0 0.3 
69 491595.2 3185393.0 0.0 















71 491695.2 3185443.0 0.0 
72 491720.2 3185418.0 0.0 
73 491695.2 3185393.0 0.0 
74 491670.2 3185418.0 0.0 
75 491795.2 3185443.0 0.0 
76 491820.2 3185418.0 0.0 
77 491795.2 3185393.0 14.6 
78 491770.2 3185418.0 0.0 
79 491895.2 3185443.0 0.0 
80 491920.2 3185418.0 4.4 
81 491895.2 3185393.0 0.0 
82 491870.2 3185418.0 0.0 
83 491995.2 3185443.0 0.0 
84 492020.2 3185418.0 0.0 
85 491995.2 3185393.0 0.0 
86 491970.2 3185418.0 100.7 
87 492095.2 3185443.0 26.6 
88 492120.2 3185418.0 0.0 
89 492095.2 3185393.0 0.0 
90 492070.2 3185418.0 0.0 
91 491995.2 3185343.0 0.0 
92 492020.2 3185318.0 0.0 
93 491995.2 3185293.0 0.0 
94 491970.2 3185318.0 0.0 
95 491895.2 3185343.0 22.0 
96 491920.2 3185318.0 0.0 
97 491895.2 3185293.0 0.0 
98 491870.2 3185318.0 0.6 
99 491795.2 3185343.0 0.0 
100 491820.2 3185318.0 36.8 
101 491795.2 3185293.0 0.0 
102 491770.2 3185318.0 0.8 
103 491695.2 3185343.0 0.0 
104 491720.2 3185318.0 22.9 
105 491695.2 3185293.0 0.0 















107 491595.2 3185343.0 10.2 
108 491620.2 3185318.0 12.9 
109 491595.2 3185293.0 37.8 
110 491570.2 3185318.0 0.0 
111 491495.2 3185343.0 0.0 
112 491520.2 3185318.0 0.0 
113 491495.2 3185293.0 0.0 
114 491470.2 3185318.0 0.0 
115 491595.2 3185243.0 0.0 
116 491620.2 3185218.0 0.0 
117 491595.2 3185193.0 0.0 
118 491570.2 3185218.0 0.0 
119 491695.2 3185243.0 3.0 
120 491720.2 3185218.0 0.0 
121 491695.2 3185193.0 0.0 
122 491670.2 3185218.0 0.0 
123 491795.2 3185243.0 0.0 
124 491820.2 3185218.0 0.0 
125 491795.2 3185193.0 0.0 
126 491770.2 3185218.0 0.0 
127 491895.2 3185243.0 0.0 
128 491920.2 3185218.0 0.0 
129 491895.2 3185193.0 0.0 
130 491870.2 3185218.0 0.0 
131 491995.2 3185243.0 1.0 
132 492020.2 3185218.0 0.0 
133 491995.2 3185193.0 52.5 
134 491970.2 3185218.0 0.0 
135 491320.2 3185318.0 0.0 
136 491295.2 3185293.0 0.0 
137 491395.2 3185343.0 0.0 
138 491420.2 3185318.0 0.0 
139 491395.2 3185293.0 0.0 
140 491370.2 3185318.0 0.0 
141 491395.2 3185243.0 0.0 















143 491395.2 3185193.0 0.0 
144 491370.2 3185218.0 0.0 
145 491295.2 3185243.0 0.0 
146 491320.2 3185218.0 0.0 
147 491295.2 3185193.0 0.0 
148 491270.2 3185218.0 0.0 
149 491195.2 3185243.0 0.4 
150 491220.2 3185218.0 0.0 
151 491195.2 3185193.0 0.1 
152 491170.2 3185218.0 0.0 
153 491195.2 3185143.0 0.0 
154 491195.2 3185093.0 0.0 
155 491170.2 3185118.0 0.0 
156 491295.2 3185143.0 0.0 
157 491320.2 3185118.0 0.0 
158 491295.2 3185093.0 0.0 
159 491270.2 3185118.0 0.0 
160 491395.2 3185143.0 0.0 
161 491420.2 3185118.0 0.0 
162 491395.2 3185093.0 0.0 
163 491370.2 3185118.0 0.0 
164 491495.2 3185143.0 0.0 
165 491520.2 3185118.0 0.0 
166 491495.2 3185093.0 0.0 
167 491470.2 3185118.0 0.0 
168 491495.2 3185043.0 0.0 
169 491520.2 3185018.0 0.0 
170 491495.2 3184993.0 0.0 
171 491470.2 3185018.0 0.0 
172 491395.2 3185043.0 0.0 
173 491420.2 3185018.0 0.0 
174 491395.2 3184993.0 0.0 
175 491370.2 3185018.0 0.0 
176 491295.2 3185043.0 0.0 
177 491320.2 3185018.0 0.0 















179 491270.2 3185018.0 0.0 
180 491195.2 3185043.0 0.0 
181 491220.2 3185018.0 0.0 
182 491195.2 3184993.0 0.0 
183 491220.2 3184918.0 0.0 
184 491295.2 3184943.0 0.0 
185 491295.2 3184893.0 0.0 
186 491270.2 3184918.0 0.0 
187 491395.2 3184943.0 0.0 
188 491420.2 3184918.0 0.0 
189 491370.2 3184918.0 0.0 
190 491495.2 3184943.0 0.0 
191 491520.2 3184918.0 0.0 
192 491495.2 3184893.0 31.6 
193 491470.2 3184918.0 26.6 
194 491595.2 3184943.0 0.0 
195 491620.2 3184918.0 0.0 
196 491595.2 3184893.0 0.0 
197 491570.2 3184918.0 0.0 
198 491620.2 3184818.0 0.0 
199 491570.2 3184818.0 0.0 
200 491495.2 3184843.0 0.0 
201 491420.2 3184818.0 0.0 
202 491370.2 3184818.0 0.0 
203 491320.2 3184818.0 0.0 
204 492141.7 3185597.6 0.0 
205 491421.2 3185568.0 0.0 
206 491471.2 3185568.0 0.0 
207 491521.2 3185568.0 0.0 
208 491571.2 3185568.0 2.2 
209 491621.2 3185568.0 16.3 
210 491671.2 3185568.0 0.0 
211 491721.2 3185568.0 0.0 
212 491771.2 3185568.0 0.0 
213 491821.2 3185568.0 0.2 















215 491921.2 3185568.0 2.5 
216 491971.2 3185568.0 12.5 
217 492021.2 3185568.0 0.0 
218 492071.2 3185568.0 0.0 
219 492121.2 3185568.0 0.0 
220 491371.2 3185468.0 0.0 
221 491421.2 3185468.0 0.0 
222 491471.2 3185468.0 0.0 
223 491521.2 3185468.0 0.0 
224 491571.2 3185468.0 0.0 
225 491621.2 3185468.0 0.0 
226 491671.2 3185468.0 0.0 
227 491721.2 3185468.0 0.0 
228 491771.2 3185468.0 0.0 
229 491821.2 3185468.0 0.0 
230 491871.2 3185468.0 1.0 
231 491921.2 3185468.0 2.3 
232 491971.2 3185468.0 12.7 
233 492021.2 3185468.0 7.4 
234 492071.2 3185468.0 9.4 
235 492121.2 3185468.0 1.2 
236 491371.2 3185368.0 0.0 
237 491421.2 3185368.0 0.0 
238 491471.2 3185368.0 0.0 
239 491521.2 3185368.0 0.0 
240 491571.2 3185368.0 1.3 
241 491621.2 3185368.0 0.0 
242 491671.2 3185368.0 18.6 
243 491721.2 3185368.0 5.4 
244 491771.2 3185368.0 0.0 
245 491821.2 3185368.0 0.0 
246 491871.2 3185368.0 0.0 
247 491921.2 3185368.0 0.0 
248 491971.2 3185368.0 0.0 
249 492021.2 3185368.0 0.6 















251 492133.0 3185551.3 0.1 
252 491271.2 3185368.0 0.0 
253 491321.2 3185368.0 0.0 
254 491171.2 3185268.0 0.1 
255 491221.2 3185268.0 0.0 
256 491271.2 3185268.0 0.0 
257 491321.2 3185268.0 0.0 
258 491371.2 3185268.0 0.0 
259 491421.2 3185268.0 0.0 
260 491471.2 3185268.0 0.0 
261 491521.2 3185268.0 6.3 
262 491571.2 3185268.0 0.0 
263 491621.2 3185268.0 19.7 
264 491671.2 3185268.0 0.0 
265 491721.2 3185268.0 0.0 
266 491771.2 3185268.0 0.0 
267 491821.2 3185268.0 0.0 
268 491871.2 3185268.0 0.0 
269 491921.2 3185268.0 0.0 
270 491971.2 3185268.0 0.0 
271 492021.2 3185268.0 0.0 
272 491171.2 3185168.0 0.0 
273 491221.2 3185168.0 0.0 
274 491271.2 3185168.0 0.0 
275 491321.2 3185168.0 0.0 
276 491371.2 3185168.0 0.0 
277 491421.2 3185168.0 0.0 
278 491471.2 3185168.0 0.0 
279 491521.2 3185168.0 0.0 
280 491221.2 3185068.0 0.0 
281 491271.2 3185068.0 0.0 
282 491321.2 3185068.0 0.0 
283 491371.2 3185068.0 0.0 
284 491421.2 3185068.0 0.0 
285 491471.2 3185068.0 0.0 















287 491571.2 3185068.0 0.0 
288 491221.2 3184968.0 0.0 
289 491271.2 3184968.0 0.0 
290 491321.2 3184968.0 0.0 
291 491371.2 3184968.0 0.0 
292 491421.2 3184968.0 0.0 
293 491471.2 3184968.0 0.0 
294 491521.2 3184968.0 0.0 
295 491571.2 3184968.0 0.0 
296 491621.2 3184968.0 0.0 
297 491570.2 3185018.0 1.1 
298 491620.2 3185018.0 0.0 
299 491476.6 3185653.2 0.0 
300 491683.6 3185656.1 2.2 
301 491781.3 3185654.5 5.5 
302 491820.8 3185653.5 3.1 
303 491919.8 3185657.5 16.6 
304 491969.3 3185656.0 8.9 
305 492061.7 3185478.5 17.3 
306 491555.3 3185339.0 47.6 
307 491999.7 3185621.1 14.3 
308 491947.9 3185616.6 18.6 
309 492097.2 3185666.8 0.0 
310 492128.3 3185660.5 1.3 
311 492029.8 3185651.0 0.0 
312 491551.6 3185652.2 13.2 
313 491650.9 3185654.4 15.7 
314 491742.7 3185655.4 46.3 
315 491848.2 3185653.1 1.3 
316 491941.8 3185661.2 0.8 
317 492047.8 3185662.4 0.0 
318 492150.7 3185664.2 1.6 
319 492147.3 3185626.5 7.3 
320 491720.2 3184818.0 0.0 
321 491470.2 3185218.0 0.0 















323 491295.2 3185393.0 0.0 
324 491320.2 3185418.0 0.0 
325 491345.2 3185493.0 0.0 
326 491321.2 3185468.0 0.0 
327 491270.2 3185418.0 3.2 
328 491295.2 3185443.0 0.0 
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APPENDIX E: SEMINOLE COUNTY LANDFILL ISC INPUT 
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ISC Input File 
 
**************************************** 
** ISCST3 Control Pathway 
**************************************** 
CO STARTING 
   TITLEONE C:\Lakes\ISC-AERMODView\PT2NDREL.isc 
   TITLETWO 2nd_qrt_356source_point_relocation 
   MODELOPT DFAULT CONC  RURAL 
   AVERTIME 1 
   POLLUTID CH4 
   TERRHGTS FLAT 




** ISCST3 Source Pathway 
**************************************** 
SO STARTING 
** Source Location ** 
** Source ID - Type - X Coord. - Y Coord. ** 
   LOCATION 1 POINT 491506.644 3185653.125  
   LOCATION 2 POINT 491520.187 3185617.977  
   LOCATION 3 POINT 491495.187 3185592.977  
   LOCATION 4 POINT 491470.187 3185617.977  
   LOCATION 5 POINT 491595.187 3185642.977  
   LOCATION 6 POINT 491620.187 3185617.977  
   LOCATION 7 POINT 491595.187 3185592.977  
   LOCATION 8 POINT 491570.187 3185617.977  
   LOCATION 9 POINT 491695.187 3185642.977  
   LOCATION 10 POINT 491720.187 3185617.977  
   LOCATION 11 POINT 491695.187 3185592.977  
   LOCATION 12 POINT 491670.187 3185617.977  
   LOCATION 13 POINT 491795.187 3185642.977  
   LOCATION 14 POINT 491820.187 3185617.977  
   LOCATION 15 POINT 491795.187 3185592.977  
   LOCATION 16 POINT 491770.187 3185617.977  
   LOCATION 17 POINT 491895.187 3185642.977  
   LOCATION 18 POINT 491920.187 3185617.977  
   LOCATION 19 POINT 491895.187 3185592.977  
   LOCATION 20 POINT 491870.187 3185617.977  
   LOCATION 21 POINT 491995.187 3185642.977  
   LOCATION 22 POINT 492020.187 3185617.977  
   LOCATION 23 POINT 491995.187 3185592.977  
   LOCATION 24 POINT 491970.187 3185617.977  
   LOCATION 25 POINT 492095.187 3185642.977  
   LOCATION 26 POINT 492120.187 3185617.977  
   LOCATION 27 POINT 492095.187 3185592.977  
   LOCATION 28 POINT 492070.187 3185617.977  
   LOCATION 29 POINT 492095.187 3185542.977  
   LOCATION 30 POINT 492120.187 3185517.977  
   LOCATION 31 POINT 492095.187 3185492.977  
   LOCATION 32 POINT 492070.187 3185517.977  
   LOCATION 33 POINT 491995.187 3185542.977  
   LOCATION 34 POINT 492020.187 3185517.977  
   LOCATION 35 POINT 491995.187 3185492.977  
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   LOCATION 36 POINT 491970.187 3185517.977  
   LOCATION 37 POINT 491895.187 3185542.977  
   LOCATION 38 POINT 491920.187 3185517.977  
   LOCATION 39 POINT 491895.187 3185492.977  
   LOCATION 40 POINT 491870.187 3185517.977  
   LOCATION 41 POINT 491795.187 3185542.977  
   LOCATION 42 POINT 491820.187 3185517.977  
   LOCATION 43 POINT 491795.187 3185492.977  
   LOCATION 44 POINT 491770.187 3185517.977  
   LOCATION 45 POINT 491695.187 3185542.977  
   LOCATION 46 POINT 491720.187 3185517.977  
   LOCATION 47 POINT 491695.187 3185492.977  
   LOCATION 48 POINT 491670.187 3185517.977  
   LOCATION 49 POINT 491620.187 3185517.977  
   LOCATION 50 POINT 491595.187 3185492.977  
   LOCATION 51 POINT 491570.187 3185517.977  
   LOCATION 52 POINT 491495.187 3185542.977  
   LOCATION 53 POINT 491520.187 3185517.977  
   LOCATION 54 POINT 491495.187 3185492.977  
   LOCATION 55 POINT 491470.187 3185517.977  
   LOCATION 56 POINT 491395.187 3185542.977  
   LOCATION 57 POINT 491420.187 3185517.977  
   LOCATION 58 POINT 491395.187 3185492.977  
   LOCATION 59 POINT 491395.187 3185442.977  
   LOCATION 60 POINT 491420.187 3185417.977  
   LOCATION 61 POINT 491395.187 3185392.977  
   LOCATION 62 POINT 491370.187 3185417.977  
   LOCATION 63 POINT 491495.187 3185442.977  
   LOCATION 64 POINT 491520.187 3185417.977  
   LOCATION 65 POINT 491495.187 3185392.977  
   LOCATION 66 POINT 491470.187 3185417.977  
   LOCATION 67 POINT 491595.187 3185442.977  
   LOCATION 68 POINT 491620.187 3185417.977  
   LOCATION 69 POINT 491595.187 3185392.977  
   LOCATION 70 POINT 491570.187 3185417.977  
   LOCATION 71 POINT 491695.187 3185442.977  
   LOCATION 72 POINT 491720.187 3185417.977  
   LOCATION 73 POINT 491695.187 3185392.977  
   LOCATION 74 POINT 491670.187 3185417.977  
   LOCATION 75 POINT 491795.187 3185442.977  
   LOCATION 76 POINT 491820.187 3185417.977  
   LOCATION 77 POINT 491795.187 3185392.977  
   LOCATION 78 POINT 491770.187 3185417.977  
   LOCATION 79 POINT 491895.187 3185442.977  
   LOCATION 80 POINT 491920.187 3185417.977  
   LOCATION 81 POINT 491895.187 3185392.977  
   LOCATION 82 POINT 491870.187 3185417.977  
   LOCATION 83 POINT 491995.187 3185442.977  
   LOCATION 84 POINT 492020.187 3185417.977  
   LOCATION 85 POINT 491995.187 3185392.977  
   LOCATION 86 POINT 491970.187 3185417.977  
   LOCATION 87 POINT 492095.187 3185442.977  
   LOCATION 88 POINT 492120.187 3185417.977  
   LOCATION 89 POINT 492095.187 3185392.977  
   LOCATION 90 POINT 492070.187 3185417.977  
   LOCATION 91 POINT 491995.187 3185342.977  
   LOCATION 92 POINT 492020.187 3185317.977  
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   LOCATION 93 POINT 491995.187 3185292.977  
   LOCATION 94 POINT 491970.187 3185317.977  
   LOCATION 95 POINT 491895.187 3185342.977  
   LOCATION 96 POINT 491920.187 3185317.977  
   LOCATION 97 POINT 491895.187 3185292.977  
   LOCATION 98 POINT 491870.187 3185317.977  
   LOCATION 99 POINT 491795.187 3185342.977  
   LOCATION 100 POINT 491820.187 3185317.977  
   LOCATION 101 POINT 491795.187 3185292.977  
   LOCATION 102 POINT 491770.187 3185317.977  
   LOCATION 103 POINT 491695.187 3185342.977  
   LOCATION 104 POINT 491720.187 3185317.977  
   LOCATION 105 POINT 491695.187 3185292.977  
   LOCATION 106 POINT 491670.187 3185317.977  
   LOCATION 107 POINT 491595.187 3185342.977  
   LOCATION 108 POINT 491620.187 3185317.977  
   LOCATION 109 POINT 491595.187 3185292.977  
   LOCATION 110 POINT 491570.187 3185317.977  
   LOCATION 111 POINT 491495.187 3185342.977  
   LOCATION 112 POINT 491520.187 3185317.977  
   LOCATION 113 POINT 491495.187 3185292.977  
   LOCATION 114 POINT 491470.187 3185317.977  
   LOCATION 115 POINT 491595.187 3185242.977  
   LOCATION 116 POINT 491620.187 3185217.977  
   LOCATION 117 POINT 491595.187 3185192.977  
   LOCATION 118 POINT 491570.187 3185217.977  
   LOCATION 119 POINT 491695.187 3185242.977  
   LOCATION 120 POINT 491720.187 3185217.977  
   LOCATION 121 POINT 491695.187 3185192.977  
   LOCATION 122 POINT 491670.187 3185217.977  
   LOCATION 123 POINT 491795.187 3185242.977  
   LOCATION 124 POINT 491820.187 3185217.977  
   LOCATION 125 POINT 491795.187 3185192.977  
   LOCATION 126 POINT 491770.187 3185217.977  
   LOCATION 127 POINT 491895.187 3185242.977  
   LOCATION 128 POINT 491920.187 3185217.977  
   LOCATION 129 POINT 491895.187 3185192.977  
   LOCATION 130 POINT 491870.187 3185217.977  
   LOCATION 131 POINT 491995.187 3185242.977  
   LOCATION 132 POINT 492020.187 3185217.977  
   LOCATION 133 POINT 491995.187 3185192.977  
   LOCATION 134 POINT 491970.187 3185217.977  
   LOCATION 135 POINT 491320.187 3185317.977  
   LOCATION 136 POINT 491295.187 3185292.977  
   LOCATION 137 POINT 491395.187 3185342.977  
   LOCATION 138 POINT 491420.187 3185317.977  
   LOCATION 139 POINT 491395.187 3185292.977  
   LOCATION 140 POINT 491370.187 3185317.977  
   LOCATION 141 POINT 491395.187 3185242.977  
   LOCATION 142 POINT 491420.187 3185217.977  
   LOCATION 143 POINT 491395.187 3185192.977  
   LOCATION 144 POINT 491370.187 3185217.977  
   LOCATION 145 POINT 491295.187 3185242.977  
   LOCATION 146 POINT 491320.187 3185217.977  
   LOCATION 147 POINT 491295.187 3185192.977  
   LOCATION 148 POINT 491270.187 3185217.977  
   LOCATION 149 POINT 491195.187 3185242.977  
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   LOCATION 150 POINT 491220.187 3185217.977  
   LOCATION 151 POINT 491195.187 3185192.977  
   LOCATION 152 POINT 491170.187 3185217.977  
   LOCATION 153 POINT 491195.187 3185142.977  
   LOCATION 154 POINT 491195.187 3185092.977  
   LOCATION 155 POINT 491170.187 3185117.977  
   LOCATION 156 POINT 491295.187 3185142.977  
   LOCATION 157 POINT 491320.187 3185117.977  
   LOCATION 158 POINT 491295.187 3185092.977  
   LOCATION 159 POINT 491270.187 3185117.977  
   LOCATION 160 POINT 491395.187 3185142.977  
   LOCATION 161 POINT 491420.187 3185117.977  
   LOCATION 162 POINT 491395.187 3185092.977  
   LOCATION 163 POINT 491370.187 3185117.977  
   LOCATION 164 POINT 491495.187 3185142.977  
   LOCATION 165 POINT 491520.187 3185117.977  
   LOCATION 166 POINT 491495.187 3185092.977  
   LOCATION 167 POINT 491470.187 3185117.977  
   LOCATION 168 POINT 491495.187 3185042.977  
   LOCATION 169 POINT 491520.187 3185017.977  
   LOCATION 170 POINT 491495.187 3184992.977  
   LOCATION 171 POINT 491470.187 3185017.977  
   LOCATION 172 POINT 491395.187 3185042.977  
   LOCATION 173 POINT 491420.187 3185017.977  
   LOCATION 174 POINT 491395.187 3184992.977  
   LOCATION 175 POINT 491370.187 3185017.977  
   LOCATION 176 POINT 491295.187 3185042.977  
   LOCATION 177 POINT 491320.187 3185017.977  
   LOCATION 178 POINT 491295.187 3184992.977  
   LOCATION 179 POINT 491270.187 3185017.977  
   LOCATION 180 POINT 491195.187 3185042.977  
   LOCATION 181 POINT 491220.187 3185017.977  
   LOCATION 182 POINT 491195.187 3184992.977  
   LOCATION 183 POINT 491220.187 3184917.977  
   LOCATION 184 POINT 491295.187 3184942.977  
   LOCATION 185 POINT 491295.187 3184892.977  
   LOCATION 186 POINT 491270.187 3184917.977  
   LOCATION 187 POINT 491395.187 3184942.977  
   LOCATION 188 POINT 491420.187 3184917.977  
   LOCATION 189 POINT 491370.187 3184917.977  
   LOCATION 190 POINT 491495.187 3184942.977  
   LOCATION 191 POINT 491520.187 3184917.977  
   LOCATION 192 POINT 491495.187 3184892.977  
   LOCATION 193 POINT 491470.187 3184917.977  
   LOCATION 194 POINT 491595.187 3184942.977  
   LOCATION 195 POINT 491620.187 3184917.977  
   LOCATION 196 POINT 491595.187 3184892.977  
   LOCATION 197 POINT 491570.187 3184917.977  
   LOCATION 198 POINT 491620.187 3184817.977  
   LOCATION 199 POINT 491570.187 3184817.977  
   LOCATION 200 POINT 491495.187 3184842.977  
   LOCATION 201 POINT 491420.187 3184817.977  
   LOCATION 202 POINT 491370.187 3184817.977  
   LOCATION 203 POINT 491320.187 3184817.977  
   LOCATION 204 POINT 492141.677 3185597.630  
   LOCATION 205 POINT 491421.187 3185567.977  
   LOCATION 206 POINT 491471.187 3185567.977  
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   LOCATION 207 POINT 491521.187 3185567.977  
   LOCATION 208 POINT 491571.187 3185567.977  
   LOCATION 209 POINT 491621.187 3185567.977  
   LOCATION 210 POINT 491671.187 3185567.977  
   LOCATION 211 POINT 491721.187 3185567.977  
   LOCATION 212 POINT 491771.187 3185567.977  
   LOCATION 213 POINT 491821.187 3185567.977  
   LOCATION 214 POINT 491871.187 3185567.977  
   LOCATION 215 POINT 491921.187 3185567.977  
   LOCATION 216 POINT 491971.187 3185567.977  
   LOCATION 217 POINT 492021.187 3185567.977  
   LOCATION 218 POINT 492071.187 3185567.977  
   LOCATION 219 POINT 492121.187 3185567.977  
   LOCATION 220 POINT 491371.187 3185467.977  
   LOCATION 221 POINT 491421.187 3185467.977  
   LOCATION 222 POINT 491471.187 3185467.977  
   LOCATION 223 POINT 491521.187 3185467.977  
   LOCATION 224 POINT 491571.187 3185467.977  
   LOCATION 225 POINT 491621.187 3185467.977  
   LOCATION 226 POINT 491671.187 3185467.977  
   LOCATION 227 POINT 491721.187 3185467.977  
   LOCATION 228 POINT 491771.187 3185467.977  
   LOCATION 229 POINT 491821.187 3185467.977  
   LOCATION 230 POINT 491871.187 3185467.977  
   LOCATION 231 POINT 491921.187 3185467.977  
   LOCATION 232 POINT 491971.187 3185467.977  
   LOCATION 233 POINT 492021.187 3185467.977  
   LOCATION 234 POINT 492071.187 3185467.977  
   LOCATION 235 POINT 492121.187 3185467.977  
   LOCATION 236 POINT 491371.187 3185367.977  
   LOCATION 237 POINT 491421.187 3185367.977  
   LOCATION 238 POINT 491471.187 3185367.977  
   LOCATION 239 POINT 491521.187 3185367.977  
   LOCATION 240 POINT 491571.187 3185367.977  
   LOCATION 241 POINT 491621.187 3185367.977  
   LOCATION 242 POINT 491671.187 3185367.977  
   LOCATION 243 POINT 491721.187 3185367.977  
   LOCATION 244 POINT 491771.187 3185367.977  
   LOCATION 245 POINT 491821.187 3185367.977  
   LOCATION 246 POINT 491871.187 3185367.977  
   LOCATION 247 POINT 491921.187 3185367.977  
   LOCATION 248 POINT 491971.187 3185367.977  
   LOCATION 249 POINT 492021.187 3185367.977  
   LOCATION 250 POINT 492071.187 3185367.977  
   LOCATION 251 POINT 492133.032 3185551.328  
   LOCATION 252 POINT 491271.187 3185367.977  
   LOCATION 253 POINT 491321.187 3185367.977  
   LOCATION 254 POINT 491171.187 3185267.977  
   LOCATION 255 POINT 491221.187 3185267.977  
   LOCATION 256 POINT 491271.187 3185267.977  
   LOCATION 257 POINT 491321.187 3185267.977  
   LOCATION 258 POINT 491371.187 3185267.977  
   LOCATION 259 POINT 491421.187 3185267.977  
   LOCATION 260 POINT 491471.187 3185267.977  
   LOCATION 261 POINT 491521.187 3185267.977  
   LOCATION 262 POINT 491571.187 3185267.977  
   LOCATION 263 POINT 491621.187 3185267.977  
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   LOCATION 264 POINT 491671.187 3185267.977  
   LOCATION 265 POINT 491721.187 3185267.977  
   LOCATION 266 POINT 491771.187 3185267.977  
   LOCATION 267 POINT 491821.187 3185267.977  
   LOCATION 268 POINT 491871.187 3185267.977  
   LOCATION 269 POINT 491921.187 3185267.977  
   LOCATION 270 POINT 491971.187 3185267.977  
   LOCATION 271 POINT 492021.187 3185267.977  
   LOCATION 272 POINT 491171.187 3185167.977  
   LOCATION 273 POINT 491221.187 3185167.977  
   LOCATION 274 POINT 491271.187 3185167.977  
   LOCATION 275 POINT 491321.187 3185167.977  
   LOCATION 276 POINT 491371.187 3185167.977  
   LOCATION 277 POINT 491421.187 3185167.977  
   LOCATION 278 POINT 491471.187 3185167.977  
   LOCATION 279 POINT 491521.187 3185167.977  
   LOCATION 280 POINT 491221.187 3185067.977  
   LOCATION 281 POINT 491271.187 3185067.977  
   LOCATION 282 POINT 491321.187 3185067.977  
   LOCATION 283 POINT 491371.187 3185067.977  
   LOCATION 284 POINT 491421.187 3185067.977  
   LOCATION 285 POINT 491471.187 3185067.977  
   LOCATION 286 POINT 491521.187 3185067.977  
   LOCATION 287 POINT 491571.187 3185067.977  
   LOCATION 288 POINT 491221.187 3184967.977  
   LOCATION 289 POINT 491271.187 3184967.977  
   LOCATION 290 POINT 491321.187 3184967.977  
   LOCATION 291 POINT 491371.187 3184967.977  
   LOCATION 292 POINT 491421.187 3184967.977  
   LOCATION 293 POINT 491471.187 3184967.977  
   LOCATION 294 POINT 491521.187 3184967.977  
   LOCATION 295 POINT 491571.187 3184967.977  
   LOCATION 296 POINT 491621.187 3184967.977  
   LOCATION 297 POINT 491570.187 3185017.977  
   LOCATION 298 POINT 491620.187 3185017.977  
   LOCATION 299 POINT 491476.559 3185653.208  
   LOCATION 300 POINT 491683.573 3185656.054  
   LOCATION 301 POINT 491781.250 3185654.500  
   LOCATION 302 POINT 491820.750 3185653.500  
   LOCATION 303 POINT 491919.750 3185657.500  
   LOCATION 304 POINT 491969.250 3185656.000  
   LOCATION 305 POINT 492061.677 3185478.500  
   LOCATION 306 POINT 491555.250 3185339.000  
   LOCATION 307 POINT 491999.736 3185621.077  
   LOCATION 308 POINT 491947.929 3185616.643  
   LOCATION 309 POINT 492097.161 3185666.756  
   LOCATION 310 POINT 492128.250 3185660.500  
   LOCATION 311 POINT 492029.750 3185651.000  
   LOCATION 312 POINT 491551.564 3185652.200  
   LOCATION 313 POINT 491650.925 3185654.369  
   LOCATION 314 POINT 491742.665 3185655.392  
   LOCATION 315 POINT 491848.184 3185653.093  
   LOCATION 316 POINT 491941.837 3185661.225  
   LOCATION 317 POINT 492047.829 3185662.387  
   LOCATION 318 POINT 492150.725 3185664.196  
   LOCATION 319 POINT 492147.250 3185626.500  
   LOCATION 320 POINT 491720.187 3184817.977  
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   LOCATION 321 POINT 491470.187 3185217.977  
   LOCATION 322 POINT 491495.187 3185192.977  
   LOCATION 323 POINT 491295.187 3185392.977  
   LOCATION 324 POINT 491320.187 3185417.977  
   LOCATION 325 POINT 491345.187 3185492.977  
   LOCATION 326 POINT 491321.187 3185467.977  
   LOCATION 327 POINT 491270.187 3185417.977  
   LOCATION 328 POINT 491295.187 3185442.977  
 
** Source Parameters ** 
   SRCPARAM 1 16.18004 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 2 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 3 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 4 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 5 12.178498 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 6 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 7 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 8 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 9 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 10 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 11 7.3481821 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 12 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 13 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 14 2.0535966 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 15 15.657956 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 16 29.188395 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 17 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 18 19.244506 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 19 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 20 18.346493 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 21 0.32333335 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 22 1.1851942 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 23 4.7838694 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 24 3.7777443 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 25 8.8593077 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 26 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 27 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 28 1.3447682 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 29 0.46727255 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 30 0.044674509 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 31 0.99614985 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 32 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 33 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 34 13.877553 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 35 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 36 4.0946387 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 37 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 38 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 39 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 40 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 41 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 42 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 43 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 44 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 45 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 46 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 47 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
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   SRCPARAM 48 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 49 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 50 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 51 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 52 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 53 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 54 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 55 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 56 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 57 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 58 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 59 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 60 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 61 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 62 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 63 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 64 0.043317351 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 65 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 66 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 67 21.487097 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 68 0.32866992 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 69 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 70 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 71 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 72 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 73 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 74 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 75 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 76 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 77 14.58877 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 78 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 79 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 80 4.3958026 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 81 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 82 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 83 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 84 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 85 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 86 100.67051 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 87 26.55259 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 88 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 89 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 90 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 91 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 92 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 93 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 94 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 95 22.000273 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 96 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 97 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 98 0.60810147 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 99 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 100 36.805495 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 101 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 102 0.78810587 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 103 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 104 22.852275 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
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   SRCPARAM 105 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 106 26.101209 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 107 10.216816 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 108 12.936825 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 109 37.777954 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 110 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 111 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 112 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 113 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 114 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 115 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 116 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 117 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 118 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 119 2.981719 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 120 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 121 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 122 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 123 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 124 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 125 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 126 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 127 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 128 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 129 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 130 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 131 0.99108415 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 132 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 133 52.531306 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 134 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 135 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 136 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 137 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 138 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 139 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 140 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 141 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 142 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 143 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 144 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 145 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 146 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 147 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 148 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 149 0.44874856 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 150 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 151 0.082027857 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 152 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 153 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 154 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 155 0.021265082 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 156 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 157 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 158 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 159 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 160 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 161 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
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   SRCPARAM 162 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 163 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 164 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 165 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 166 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 167 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 168 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 169 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 170 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 171 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 172 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 173 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 174 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 175 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 176 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 177 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 178 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 179 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 180 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 181 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 182 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 183 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 184 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 185 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 186 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 187 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 188 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 189 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 190 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 191 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 192 31.647096 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 193 26.567596 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 194 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 195 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 196 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 197 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 198 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 199 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 200 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 201 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 202 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 203 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 204 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 205 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 206 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 207 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 208 2.2472003 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 209 16.280002 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 210 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 211 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 212 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 213 0.21827336 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 214 8.2754142 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 215 2.4500584 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 216 12.520611 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 217 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 218 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
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   SRCPARAM 219 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 220 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 221 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 222 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 223 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 224 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 225 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 226 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 227 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 228 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 229 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 230 0.9676096 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 231 2.3042725 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 232 12.669095 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 233 7.3794877 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 234 9.4386752 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 235 1.1703073 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 236 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 237 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 238 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 239 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 240 1.2984779 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 241 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 242 18.562037 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 243 5.404761 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 244 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 245 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 246 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 247 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 248 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 249 0.56723672 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 250 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 251 0.05599209 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 252 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 253 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 254 0.076652191 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 255 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 256 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 257 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 258 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 259 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 260 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 261 6.2676757 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 262 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 263 19.734186 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 264 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 265 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 266 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 267 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 268 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 269 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 270 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 271 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 272 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 273 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 274 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 275 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
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   SRCPARAM 276 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 277 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 278 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 279 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 280 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 281 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 282 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 283 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 284 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 285 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 286 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 287 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 288 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 289 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 290 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 291 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 292 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 293 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 294 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 295 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 296 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 297 1.081407 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 298 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 299 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 300 2.2299012 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 301 5.5121888 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 302 3.1298126 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 303 16.620906 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 304 8.933521 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 305 17.33697 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 306 47.627014 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 307 14.276617 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 308 18.612668 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 309 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 310 1.3409092 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 311 0.000234241 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 312 13.228075 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 313 15.687305 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 314 46.308325 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 315 1.3455469 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 316 0.77753354 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 317 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 318 1.5985439 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 319 7.2797234 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 320 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 321 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 322 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 323 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 324 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 325 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 326 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 327 3.2088518 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 328 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  






** ISCST3 Receptor Pathway 
**************************************** 
RE STARTING 
** DESCRREC "" "" 
   DISCCART    491457.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    491488.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    491519.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    491550.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    491581.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    491612.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    491643.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    491674.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    491705.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    491736.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    491767.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    491798.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    491829.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    491860.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    491891.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    491922.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    491953.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    491984.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    492015.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    492046.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    492077.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    492108.10   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    492139.50   3185635.26 
   DISCCART    492134.41   3185610.93 
   DISCCART    492129.32   3185586.59 
   DISCCART    492124.23   3185562.26 
   DISCCART    492119.15   3185537.92 
   DISCCART    492114.06   3185513.60 
   DISCCART    492108.97   3185489.26 
   DISCCART    492103.88   3185464.92 
   DISCCART    492098.79   3185440.59 
   DISCCART    492092.50   3185410.50 
   DISCCART    492065.50   3185421.00 
   DISCCART    492032.12   3185431.13 
   DISCCART    492024.69   3185405.03 
   DISCCART    492017.26   3185378.94 
   DISCCART    492009.83   3185352.85 
   DISCCART    492002.41   3185326.76 
   DISCCART    491994.98   3185300.67 
   DISCCART    491987.55   3185274.57 
   DISCCART    491980.12   3185248.48 
   DISCCART    491972.69   3185222.39 
   DISCCART    491966.35   3185200.12 
   DISCCART    491941.81   3185203.70 
   DISCCART    491916.99   3185207.08 
   DISCCART    491892.44   3185210.66 
   DISCCART    491867.90   3185214.23 
   DISCCART    491843.35   3185217.80 
   DISCCART    491818.81   3185221.37 
   DISCCART    491794.26   3185224.95 
   DISCCART    491769.72   3185228.52 
   DISCCART    491745.17   3185232.09 
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   DISCCART    491720.63   3185235.66 
   DISCCART    491696.08   3185239.24 
   DISCCART    491671.53   3185242.81 
   DISCCART    491646.99   3185246.38 
   DISCCART    491622.44   3185249.95 
   DISCCART    491597.90   3185252.53 
   DISCCART    491573.35   3185257.09 
   DISCCART    491548.81   3185260.67 
   DISCCART    491524.26   3185264.24 
   DISCCART    491498.50   3185264.00 
   DISCCART    491497.84   3185309.82 
   DISCCART    491530.87   3185308.02 
   DISCCART    491563.90   3185306.22 
   DISCCART    491596.93   3185304.42 
   DISCCART    491629.96   3185302.63 
   DISCCART    491663.00   3185300.83 
   DISCCART    491696.03   3185299.03 
   DISCCART    491729.06   3185297.23 
   DISCCART    491762.09   3185295.43 
   DISCCART    491795.12   3185293.64 
   DISCCART    491828.15   3185291.84 
   DISCCART    491862.00   3185290.00 
   DISCCART    491871.00   3185324.00 
   DISCCART    491880.73   3185360.20 
   DISCCART    491889.39   3185392.23 
   DISCCART    491897.23   3185420.69 
   DISCCART    491903.56   3185443.33 
   DISCCART    491918.16   3185454.71 
   DISCCART    491933.53   3185467.00 
   DISCCART    491949.50   3185480.00 
   DISCCART    491964.01   3185469.51 
   DISCCART    491981.50   3185458.50 
   DISCCART    492004.21   3185453.76 
   DISCCART    492027.90   3185448.60 
   DISCCART    492049.00   3185444.50 
   DISCCART    492076.57   3185453.53 
   DISCCART    492078.94   3185471.50 
   DISCCART    492081.52   3185488.00 
   DISCCART    492085.06   3185509.44 
   DISCCART    492088.02   3185531.10 
   DISCCART    492091.70   3185557.22 
   DISCCART    492095.77   3185581.74 
   DISCCART    492099.50   3185604.50 
   DISCCART    492069.51   3185603.57 
   DISCCART    492039.52   3185602.63 
   DISCCART    492009.52   3185601.70 
   DISCCART    491979.53   3185600.76 
   DISCCART    491949.54   3185599.83 
   DISCCART    491919.55   3185598.89 
   DISCCART    491889.56   3185597.96 
   DISCCART    491859.57   3185597.03 
   DISCCART    491829.57   3185596.09 
   DISCCART    491799.58   3185595.16 
   DISCCART    491769.59   3185594.22 
   DISCCART    491739.60   3185593.29 
   DISCCART    491709.61   3185592.35 
   DISCCART    491679.62   3185591.42 
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   DISCCART    491649.62   3185590.49 
   DISCCART    491619.63   3185589.55 
   DISCCART    491589.64   3185588.62 
   DISCCART    491559.65   3185587.68 
   DISCCART    491529.66   3185586.75 
   DISCCART    491499.67   3185585.81 
   DISCCART    491457.50   3185584.50 
   DISCCART    491458.13   3185554.51 
   DISCCART    491493.02   3185554.56 
   DISCCART    491527.91   3185554.61 
   DISCCART    491562.80   3185554.66 
   DISCCART    491597.69   3185554.71 
   DISCCART    491632.58   3185554.76 
   DISCCART    491667.47   3185554.81 
   DISCCART    491702.36   3185554.86 
   DISCCART    491737.25   3185554.91 
   DISCCART    491772.14   3185554.96 
   DISCCART    491807.03   3185555.01 
   DISCCART    491841.92   3185555.06 
   DISCCART    491876.81   3185555.11 
   DISCCART    491911.70   3185555.16 
   DISCCART    491946.59   3185555.21 
   DISCCART    491981.48   3185555.26 
   DISCCART    492016.37   3185555.31 
   DISCCART    492044.46   3185555.35 
   DISCCART    492049.13   3185527.42 
   DISCCART    492037.00   3185510.50 
   DISCCART    492001.94   3185512.33 
   DISCCART    491961.00   3185514.50 
   DISCCART    491927.79   3185505.29 
   DISCCART    491899.50   3185473.50 
   DISCCART    491887.07   3185441.08 
   DISCCART    491875.87   3185414.03 
   DISCCART    491864.69   3185384.03 
   DISCCART    491854.31   3185356.03 
   DISCCART    491843.50   3185328.50 
   DISCCART    491818.77   3185331.66 
   DISCCART    491794.05   3185334.81 
   DISCCART    491769.32   3185337.97 
   DISCCART    491744.59   3185341.13 
   DISCCART    491719.87   3185344.29 
   DISCCART    491695.14   3185347.44 
   DISCCART    491670.41   3185350.60 
   DISCCART    491645.68   3185353.76 
   DISCCART    491620.96   3185356.92 
   DISCCART    491596.23   3185360.07 
   DISCCART    491571.50   3185363.23 
   DISCCART    491546.78   3185366.39 
   DISCCART    491522.05   3185369.55 
   DISCCART    491495.00   3185373.00 
   DISCCART    491493.47   3185390.45 
   DISCCART    491492.50   3185408.00 
   DISCCART    491528.62   3185407.60 
   DISCCART    491564.74   3185407.20 
   DISCCART    491600.86   3185406.80 
   DISCCART    491636.98   3185406.41 
   DISCCART    491673.10   3185406.01 
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   DISCCART    491709.22   3185405.61 
   DISCCART    491745.34   3185405.21 
   DISCCART    491781.46   3185404.81 
   DISCCART    491817.58   3185404.41 
   DISCCART    491855.00   3185404.00 
   DISCCART    491856.44   3185427.59 
   DISCCART    491858.50   3185447.50 
   DISCCART    491831.72   3185450.05 
   DISCCART    491804.94   3185452.60 
   DISCCART    491778.16   3185455.16 
   DISCCART    491751.38   3185457.71 
   DISCCART    491724.60   3185460.26 
   DISCCART    491697.83   3185462.81 
   DISCCART    491671.05   3185465.37 
   DISCCART    491644.27   3185467.92 
   DISCCART    491617.49   3185470.47 
   DISCCART    491590.71   3185473.02 
   DISCCART    491563.93   3185475.57 
   DISCCART    491537.15   3185478.13 
   DISCCART    491507.00   3185481.00 
   DISCCART    491339.00   3185019.00 
   DISCCART    491337.29   3185051.36 
   DISCCART    491336.00   3185081.85 
   DISCCART    491345.08   3185068.55 
   DISCCART    491354.16   3185055.24 
   DISCCART    491363.24   3185041.94 
   DISCCART    491372.32   3185028.64 
   DISCCART    491381.40   3185015.34 
   DISCCART    491390.49   3185002.03 
   DISCCART    491399.57   3184988.73 
   DISCCART    491408.65   3184975.43 
   DISCCART    491416.87   3184963.38 
   DISCCART    491393.20   3184966.63 
   DISCCART    491367.57   3184970.30 
   DISCCART    491347.91   3184981.43 
   DISCCART    491326.65   3184993.45 
   DISCCART    491306.00   3185005.50 
   DISCCART    491306.22   3185061.89 
   DISCCART    491306.43   3185109.34 
   DISCCART    491335.67   3185123.60 
   DISCCART    491362.00   3185136.00 
   DISCCART    491377.18   3185116.47 
   DISCCART    491392.36   3185096.94 
   DISCCART    491407.54   3185077.41 
   DISCCART    491422.72   3185057.88 
   DISCCART    491437.89   3185038.35 
   DISCCART    491453.07   3185018.82 
   DISCCART    491468.25   3184999.29 
   DISCCART    491483.43   3184979.76 
   DISCCART    491498.61   3184960.23 
   DISCCART    491512.00   3184943.00 
   DISCCART    491537.00   3184923.00 
   DISCCART    491509.47   3184913.08 
   DISCCART    491480.49   3184902.86 
   DISCCART    491451.86   3184892.56 
   DISCCART    491411.50   3184901.00 
   DISCCART    491388.50   3184913.16 
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   DISCCART    491365.67   3184924.87 
   DISCCART    491345.54   3184935.16 
   DISCCART    491322.54   3184947.24 
   DISCCART    491300.05   3184959.49 
   DISCCART    491292.15   3185000.66 
   DISCCART    491284.26   3185041.83 
   DISCCART    491276.36   3185083.00 
   DISCCART    491268.47   3185124.18 
   DISCCART    491261.50   3185160.50 
   DISCCART    491276.59   3185168.09 
   DISCCART    491294.58   3185176.96 
   DISCCART    491311.81   3185186.07 
   DISCCART    491331.07   3185195.75 
   DISCCART    491346.11   3185203.13 
   DISCCART    491370.37   3185173.59 
   DISCCART    491394.63   3185144.06 
   DISCCART    491418.89   3185114.53 
   DISCCART    491443.16   3185084.99 
   DISCCART    491467.42   3185055.46 
   DISCCART    491491.68   3185025.92 
   DISCCART    491515.94   3184996.39 
   DISCCART    491540.20   3184966.86 
   DISCCART    491564.46   3184937.32 
   DISCCART    491588.72   3184907.79 
   DISCCART    491606.80   3184885.79 
   DISCCART    491535.72   3184868.06 
   DISCCART    491450.06   3184846.82 
   DISCCART    491330.00   3184878.50 
   DISCCART    491255.74   3184929.27 
   DISCCART    491248.35   3184981.43 
   DISCCART    491237.61   3185053.62 
   DISCCART    491223.91   3185130.32 
   DISCCART    491211.50   3185204.00 
   DISCCART    491216.00   3185261.00 
   DISCCART    491235.84   3185263.14 
   DISCCART    491256.85   3185265.45 
   DISCCART    491278.49   3185268.00 
   DISCCART    491299.54   3185270.38 
   DISCCART    491319.92   3185272.40 
   DISCCART    491339.55   3185274.10 
   DISCCART    491352.05   3185259.46 
   DISCCART    491364.54   3185244.82 
   DISCCART    491377.04   3185230.18 
   DISCCART    491389.54   3185215.53 
   DISCCART    491402.04   3185200.89 
   DISCCART    491414.54   3185186.25 
   DISCCART    491427.03   3185171.61 
   DISCCART    491439.53   3185156.97 
   DISCCART    491452.03   3185142.33 
   DISCCART    491464.53   3185127.69 
   DISCCART    491477.03   3185113.05 
   DISCCART    491489.53   3185098.41 
   DISCCART    491502.02   3185083.77 
   DISCCART    491514.52   3185069.13 
   DISCCART    491527.02   3185054.49 
   DISCCART    491539.52   3185039.85 
   DISCCART    491552.02   3185025.21 
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   DISCCART    491564.52   3185010.57 
   DISCCART    491577.01   3184995.93 
   DISCCART    491589.51   3184981.29 
   DISCCART    491602.01   3184966.64 
   DISCCART    491614.51   3184952.00 
   DISCCART    491627.01   3184937.36 
   DISCCART    491639.50   3184922.72 
   DISCCART    491652.00   3184908.08 
   DISCCART    491664.50   3184893.44 
   DISCCART    491677.00   3184878.80 
   DISCCART    491687.50   3184866.50 
   DISCCART    491658.81   3184816.35 
   DISCCART    491601.22   3184808.19 
   DISCCART    491534.50   3184799.00 
   DISCCART    491477.58   3184804.68 
   DISCCART    491416.48   3184810.32 
   DISCCART    491357.61   3184815.88 
   DISCCART    491306.56   3184821.19 
   DISCCART    491255.37   3184852.23 
   DISCCART    491208.56   3184881.07 
   DISCCART    491205.78   3184896.04 
   DISCCART    491201.77   3184917.55 
   DISCCART    491197.77   3184939.07 
   DISCCART    491193.76   3184960.59 
   DISCCART    491189.76   3184982.10 
   DISCCART    491185.75   3185003.62 
   DISCCART    491181.75   3185025.14 
   DISCCART    491177.74   3185046.66 
   DISCCART    491173.74   3185068.17 
   DISCCART    491169.73   3185089.69 
   DISCCART    491165.73   3185111.21 
   DISCCART    491161.72   3185132.72 
   DISCCART    491157.72   3185154.24 
   DISCCART    491153.71   3185175.76 
   DISCCART    491149.71   3185197.27 
   DISCCART    491145.70   3185218.79 
   DISCCART    491141.70   3185240.31 
   DISCCART    491137.69   3185261.83 
   DISCCART    491133.69   3185283.34 
   DISCCART    491129.68   3185304.86 
   DISCCART    491175.05   3185305.94 
   DISCCART    491219.41   3185306.63 
   DISCCART    491280.45   3185307.60 
   DISCCART    491335.23   3185309.46 
   DISCCART    491408.50   3185311.00 
   DISCCART    491420.33   3185294.43 
   DISCCART    491432.16   3185277.86 
   DISCCART    491443.99   3185261.28 
   DISCCART    491455.82   3185244.71 
   DISCCART    491467.65   3185228.14 
   DISCCART    491479.48   3185211.57 
   DISCCART    491491.31   3185195.00 
   DISCCART    491503.13   3185178.42 
   DISCCART    491514.96   3185161.85 
   DISCCART    491526.79   3185145.28 
   DISCCART    491538.62   3185128.71 
   DISCCART    491550.45   3185112.14 
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   DISCCART    491562.28   3185095.56 
   DISCCART    491574.11   3185078.99 
   DISCCART    491585.94   3185062.42 
   DISCCART    491597.77   3185045.85 
   DISCCART    491609.60   3185029.28 
   DISCCART    491621.43   3185012.70 
   DISCCART    491633.26   3184996.13 
   DISCCART    491645.09   3184979.56 
   DISCCART    491656.92   3184962.99 
   DISCCART    491668.75   3184946.42 
   DISCCART    491680.58   3184929.84 
   DISCCART    491692.40   3184913.27 
   DISCCART    491704.23   3184896.70 
   DISCCART    491716.06   3184880.13 
   DISCCART    491727.89   3184863.56 
   DISCCART    491739.72   3184846.98 
   DISCCART    491751.55   3184830.41 
   DISCCART    491763.38   3184813.84 
   DISCCART    491775.21   3184797.27 
   DISCCART    491787.04   3184780.70 




** ISCST3 Meteorology Pathway 
**************************************** 
ME STARTING 
** Met File Path: C:\Lakes\ISC-AERMODView\ 
   INPUTFIL ORL89a.ASC 
   ANEMHGHT 10 METERS 
   SURFDATA 12815 1989 ORLANDO/INT'L_ARPT 
   UAIRDATA 12842 1989 TAMPA/INT'L_ARPT 




** ISCST3 Output Pathway 
**************************************** 
OU STARTING 
   RECTABLE ALLAVE 1ST 
   RECTABLE 1 1ST 
   DAYTABLE ALLAVE 
** Auto-Generated Plotfiles 
** Plotfile Path: C:\Lakes\ISC-AERMODView\PT2NDREL.IS\ 
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AERMET Input File 1 
 
JOB 
    REPORT     ORLAN_S1.RPT 
    MESSAGES   ORLAN_S1.MSG 
 
UPPERAIR 
    DATA      tampa99_05_12Zfilled.txt FSL 
    EXTRACT   ORLEX_UP.IQA 
    QAOUT     ORLQA_UP.OQA 
    XDATES    99/01/01 TO 03/12/21 
    LOCATION  12842 82.40W 27.70N 0  
 
SURFACE 
    DATA      mcosurf99_03.out SAMSON 
    EXTRACT   ORLEX_SF.IQA 
    QAOUT     ORLQA_SF.OQA 
    XDATES    99/01/01 TO 03/12/21 
    LOCATION  12815 81.333W 28.433N 0   
 




AERMET Input File 2 
 
JOB 
    REPORT     ORLAN_S2.RPT 
    MESSAGES   ORLAN_S2.MSG 
 
UPPERAIR 
    QAOUT      ORLQA_UP.OQA 
 
SURFACE 
    QAOUT      ORLQA_SF.OQA 
 
MERGE 
    OUTPUT     ORLAN_MR.MET 
 
    XDATES     99/01/01 TO 03/12/21 
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AERMET Input File 3 
 
JOB 
    REPORT    ORLAN_S3.RPT 
    MESSAGES  ORLAN_S3.MSG 
 
METPREP 
    DATA      ORLAN_MR.MET 
    OUTPUT    ORLAN_MP.SFC 
    PROFILE   ORLAN_MP.PFL 
    LOCATION  MYSITE 81.08W 28.79N 0 
    METHOD    REFLEVEL  SUBNWS 
    METHOD    WIND_DIR  RANDOM 
    NWS_HGT   WIND 6.7 
**HEIGHT MUST BE IN METERS 
**ASSUME 6.7 AS COMPARED TO 9.1 
    FREQ_SECT ANNUAL 1 
    SECTOR    1    0     360 
**SITE_CHAR FREQUENCY_INDEX SECTOR_INDEX ALBEDO BOWEN ROUGHNESS     
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AERMAP Input file 
 
**************************************** 
** AERMAP Control Pathway 
**************************************** 
CO STARTING 
   TITLEONE  Project: AERMODPT 
   TERRHGTS  EXTRACT 
   DATATYPE  DEM7 
AERMOD\AERMAP_PUB1_RECEPTORS\DEM DATA\OSCEOLA.DEM 
   DATAFILE  OSCEO000.DM1 
   DOMAINXY  491000 3184700 17 492300 3185800 17 
   ANCHORXY  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  17 1 




** AERMAP Source Pathway 
**************************************** 
SO STARTING 
** Source Location ** 
** Source ID - Type - X Coord. - Y Coord. ** 
   LOCATION 1 POINT 491495.190 3185643.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 2 POINT 491520.190 3185618.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 3 POINT 491495.190 3185593.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 4 POINT 491470.190 3185618.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 5 POINT 491595.190 3185643.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 6 POINT 491620.190 3185618.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 7 POINT 491595.190 3185593.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 8 POINT 491570.190 3185618.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 9 POINT 491695.190 3185643.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 10 POINT 491720.190 3185618.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 11 POINT 491695.190 3185593.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 12 POINT 491670.190 3185618.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 13 POINT 491795.190 3185643.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 14 POINT 491820.190 3185618.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 15 POINT 491795.190 3185593.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 16 POINT 491770.190 3185618.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 17 POINT 491895.190 3185643.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 18 POINT 491920.190 3185618.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 19 POINT 491895.190 3185593.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 20 POINT 491870.190 3185618.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 21 POINT 491995.190 3185643.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 22 POINT 492020.190 3185618.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 23 POINT 491995.190 3185593.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 24 POINT 491970.190 3185618.000 0.0 
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   LOCATION 25 POINT 492095.190 3185643.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 26 POINT 492120.190 3185618.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 27 POINT 492095.190 3185593.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 28 POINT 492070.190 3185618.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 29 POINT 492095.190 3185543.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 30 POINT 492120.190 3185518.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 31 POINT 492095.190 3185493.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 32 POINT 492070.190 3185518.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 33 POINT 491995.190 3185543.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 34 POINT 492020.190 3185518.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 35 POINT 491995.190 3185493.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 36 POINT 491970.190 3185518.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 37 POINT 491895.190 3185543.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 38 POINT 491920.190 3185518.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 39 POINT 491895.190 3185493.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 40 POINT 491870.190 3185518.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 41 POINT 491795.190 3185543.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 42 POINT 491820.190 3185518.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 43 POINT 491795.190 3185493.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 44 POINT 491770.190 3185518.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 45 POINT 491695.190 3185543.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 46 POINT 491720.190 3185518.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 47 POINT 491695.190 3185493.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 48 POINT 491670.190 3185518.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 49 POINT 491595.190 3185543.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 50 POINT 491620.190 3185518.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 51 POINT 491595.190 3185493.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 52 POINT 491570.190 3185518.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 53 POINT 491495.190 3185543.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 54 POINT 491520.190 3185518.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 55 POINT 491495.190 3185493.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 56 POINT 491470.190 3185518.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 57 POINT 491395.190 3185543.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 58 POINT 491420.190 3185518.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 59 POINT 491395.190 3185493.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 60 POINT 491395.190 3185443.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 61 POINT 491420.190 3185418.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 62 POINT 491395.190 3185393.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 63 POINT 491370.190 3185418.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 64 POINT 491495.190 3185443.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 65 POINT 491520.190 3185418.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 66 POINT 491495.190 3185393.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 67 POINT 491470.190 3185418.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 68 POINT 491595.190 3185443.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 69 POINT 491620.190 3185418.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 70 POINT 491595.190 3185393.000 0.0 
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   LOCATION 71 POINT 491570.190 3185418.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 72 POINT 491695.190 3185443.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 73 POINT 491720.190 3185418.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 74 POINT 491695.190 3185393.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 75 POINT 491670.190 3185418.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 76 POINT 491795.190 3185443.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 77 POINT 491820.190 3185418.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 78 POINT 491795.190 3185393.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 79 POINT 491770.190 3185418.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 80 POINT 491895.190 3185443.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 81 POINT 491920.190 3185418.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 82 POINT 491895.190 3185393.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 83 POINT 491870.190 3185418.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 84 POINT 491995.190 3185443.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 85 POINT 492020.190 3185418.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 86 POINT 491995.190 3185393.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 87 POINT 491970.190 3185418.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 88 POINT 492095.190 3185443.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 89 POINT 492120.190 3185418.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 90 POINT 492095.190 3185393.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 91 POINT 492070.190 3185418.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 92 POINT 491995.190 3185343.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 93 POINT 492020.190 3185318.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 94 POINT 491995.190 3185293.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 95 POINT 491970.190 3185318.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 96 POINT 491895.190 3185343.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 97 POINT 491920.190 3185318.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 98 POINT 491895.190 3185293.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 99 POINT 491870.190 3185318.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 100 POINT 491795.190 3185343.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 101 POINT 491820.190 3185318.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 102 POINT 491795.190 3185293.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 103 POINT 491770.190 3185318.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 104 POINT 491695.190 3185343.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 105 POINT 491720.190 3185318.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 106 POINT 491695.190 3185293.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 107 POINT 491670.190 3185318.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 108 POINT 491595.190 3185343.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 109 POINT 491620.190 3185318.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 110 POINT 491595.190 3185293.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 111 POINT 491570.190 3185318.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 112 POINT 491495.190 3185343.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 113 POINT 491520.190 3185318.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 114 POINT 491495.190 3185293.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 115 POINT 491470.190 3185318.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 116 POINT 491595.190 3185243.000 0.0 
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   LOCATION 117 POINT 491620.190 3185218.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 118 POINT 491595.190 3185193.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 119 POINT 491570.190 3185218.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 120 POINT 491695.190 3185243.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 121 POINT 491720.190 3185218.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 122 POINT 491695.190 3185193.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 123 POINT 491670.190 3185218.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 124 POINT 491795.190 3185243.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 125 POINT 491820.190 3185218.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 126 POINT 491795.190 3185193.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 127 POINT 491770.190 3185218.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 128 POINT 491895.190 3185243.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 129 POINT 491920.190 3185218.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 130 POINT 491895.190 3185193.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 131 POINT 491870.190 3185218.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 132 POINT 491995.190 3185243.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 133 POINT 492020.190 3185218.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 134 POINT 491995.190 3185193.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 135 POINT 491970.190 3185218.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 136 POINT 491295.190 3185343.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 137 POINT 491295.190 3185293.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 138 POINT 491270.190 3185318.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 139 POINT 491395.190 3185343.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 140 POINT 491420.190 3185318.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 141 POINT 491395.190 3185293.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 142 POINT 491370.190 3185318.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 143 POINT 491395.190 3185243.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 144 POINT 491420.190 3185218.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 145 POINT 491395.190 3185193.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 146 POINT 491370.190 3185218.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 147 POINT 491295.190 3185243.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 148 POINT 491320.190 3185218.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 149 POINT 491295.190 3185193.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 150 POINT 491270.190 3185218.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 151 POINT 491195.190 3185243.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 152 POINT 491220.190 3185218.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 153 POINT 491195.190 3185193.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 154 POINT 491170.190 3185218.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 155 POINT 491195.190 3185143.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 156 POINT 491195.190 3185093.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 157 POINT 491170.190 3185118.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 158 POINT 491295.190 3185143.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 159 POINT 491320.190 3185118.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 160 POINT 491295.190 3185093.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 161 POINT 491270.190 3185118.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 162 POINT 491395.190 3185143.000 0.0 
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   LOCATION 163 POINT 491420.190 3185118.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 164 POINT 491370.190 3185118.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 165 POINT 491495.190 3185143.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 166 POINT 491520.190 3185118.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 167 POINT 491495.190 3185093.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 168 POINT 491470.190 3185118.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 169 POINT 491495.190 3185043.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 170 POINT 491520.190 3185018.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 171 POINT 491495.190 3184993.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 172 POINT 491470.190 3185018.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 173 POINT 491395.190 3185043.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 174 POINT 491420.190 3185018.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 175 POINT 491395.190 3184993.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 176 POINT 491370.190 3185018.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 177 POINT 491295.190 3185043.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 178 POINT 491320.190 3185018.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 179 POINT 491295.190 3184993.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 180 POINT 491270.190 3185018.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 181 POINT 491195.190 3185043.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 182 POINT 491220.190 3185018.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 183 POINT 491195.190 3184993.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 184 POINT 491220.190 3184918.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 185 POINT 491295.190 3184943.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 186 POINT 491270.190 3184918.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 187 POINT 491395.190 3184943.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 188 POINT 491420.190 3184918.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 189 POINT 491495.190 3184943.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 190 POINT 491520.190 3184918.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 191 POINT 491495.190 3184893.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 192 POINT 491470.190 3184918.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 193 POINT 491595.190 3184943.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 194 POINT 491620.190 3184918.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 195 POINT 491595.190 3184893.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 196 POINT 491570.190 3184918.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 197 POINT 491420.190 3184818.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 198 POINT 492141.680 3185597.600 0.0 
   LOCATION 199 POINT 491421.190 3185568.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 200 POINT 491471.190 3185568.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 201 POINT 491521.190 3185568.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 202 POINT 491571.190 3185568.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 203 POINT 491621.190 3185568.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 204 POINT 491671.190 3185568.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 205 POINT 491721.190 3185568.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 206 POINT 491771.190 3185568.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 207 POINT 491821.190 3185568.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 208 POINT 491871.190 3185568.000 0.0 
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   LOCATION 209 POINT 491921.190 3185568.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 210 POINT 491971.190 3185568.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 211 POINT 492021.190 3185568.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 212 POINT 492071.190 3185568.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 213 POINT 492121.190 3185568.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 214 POINT 491371.190 3185468.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 215 POINT 491421.190 3185468.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 216 POINT 491471.190 3185468.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 217 POINT 491521.190 3185468.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 218 POINT 491571.190 3185468.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 219 POINT 491621.190 3185468.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 220 POINT 491671.190 3185468.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 221 POINT 491721.190 3185468.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 222 POINT 491771.190 3185468.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 223 POINT 491821.190 3185468.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 224 POINT 491871.190 3185468.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 225 POINT 491921.190 3185468.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 226 POINT 491971.190 3185468.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 227 POINT 492021.190 3185468.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 228 POINT 492071.190 3185468.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 229 POINT 492121.190 3185468.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 230 POINT 491371.190 3185368.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 231 POINT 491421.190 3185368.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 232 POINT 491471.190 3185368.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 233 POINT 491521.190 3185368.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 234 POINT 491571.190 3185368.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 235 POINT 491621.190 3185368.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 236 POINT 491671.190 3185368.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 237 POINT 491721.190 3185368.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 238 POINT 491771.190 3185368.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 239 POINT 491821.190 3185368.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 240 POINT 491871.190 3185368.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 241 POINT 491921.190 3185368.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 242 POINT 491971.190 3185368.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 243 POINT 492021.190 3185368.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 244 POINT 492071.190 3185368.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 245 POINT 492133.030 3185551.300 0.0 
   LOCATION 246 POINT 491271.190 3185368.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 247 POINT 491321.190 3185368.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 248 POINT 491171.190 3185268.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 249 POINT 491221.190 3185268.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 250 POINT 491271.190 3185268.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 251 POINT 491321.190 3185268.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 252 POINT 491371.190 3185268.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 253 POINT 491421.190 3185268.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 254 POINT 491471.190 3185268.000 0.0 
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   LOCATION 255 POINT 491521.190 3185268.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 256 POINT 491571.190 3185268.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 257 POINT 491621.190 3185268.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 258 POINT 491671.190 3185268.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 259 POINT 491721.190 3185268.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 260 POINT 491771.190 3185268.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 261 POINT 491821.190 3185268.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 262 POINT 491871.190 3185268.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 263 POINT 491921.190 3185268.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 264 POINT 491971.190 3185268.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 265 POINT 492021.190 3185268.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 266 POINT 491171.190 3185168.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 267 POINT 491221.190 3185168.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 268 POINT 491271.190 3185168.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 269 POINT 491321.190 3185168.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 270 POINT 491371.190 3185168.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 271 POINT 491421.190 3185168.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 272 POINT 491471.190 3185168.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 273 POINT 491521.190 3185168.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 274 POINT 491221.190 3185068.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 275 POINT 491271.190 3185068.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 276 POINT 491321.190 3185068.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 277 POINT 491371.190 3185068.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 278 POINT 491421.190 3185068.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 279 POINT 491471.190 3185068.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 280 POINT 491521.190 3185068.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 281 POINT 491571.190 3185068.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 282 POINT 491221.190 3184968.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 283 POINT 491271.190 3184968.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 284 POINT 491321.190 3184968.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 285 POINT 491371.190 3184968.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 286 POINT 491421.190 3184968.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 287 POINT 491471.190 3184968.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 288 POINT 491521.190 3184968.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 289 POINT 491571.190 3184968.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 290 POINT 491621.190 3184968.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 291 POINT 491570.190 3185018.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 292 POINT 491620.190 3185018.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 293 POINT 491271.190 3184868.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 294 POINT 491371.190 3184868.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 295 POINT 491421.190 3184868.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 296 POINT 491471.190 3184868.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 297 POINT 491571.190 3184868.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 298 POINT 491621.190 3184868.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 299 POINT 491671.190 3184868.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 300 POINT 491721.190 3184868.000 0.0 
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   LOCATION 301 POINT 491670.190 3184918.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 302 POINT 491551.560 3185652.200 0.0 
   LOCATION 303 POINT 491650.920 3185654.400 0.0 
   LOCATION 304 POINT 491742.660 3185655.400 0.0 
   LOCATION 305 POINT 491848.180 3185653.100 0.0 
   LOCATION 306 POINT 491941.840 3185661.200 0.0 
   LOCATION 307 POINT 492047.830 3185662.400 0.0 
   LOCATION 308 POINT 492150.720 3185664.200 0.0 
   LOCATION 309 POINT 492147.250 3185626.500 0.0 
   LOCATION 310 POINT 491670.190 3184818.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 311 POINT 491470.190 3185218.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 312 POINT 491495.190 3185193.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 313 POINT 491295.190 3185393.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 314 POINT 491320.190 3185418.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 315 POINT 491345.190 3185493.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 316 POINT 491321.190 3185468.000 0.0 
   LOCATION 317 POINT 491270.190 3185418.000 0.0 




** AERMAP Receptor Pathway 
**************************************** 
RE STARTING 
RE GRIDPOLR GRDP1 STA 
                  ORIG 491601.2515 3185115.4000  
                  DIST 800. 900. 1000. 1100. 1200. 1300. 1400. 
                  GDIR 36. 10. 10. 
                  END 
** FENCELINE (NE CORNER CLOCKWISE) 
RE DISCCART 491545.5 3185868.00  
RE DISCCART 491545.5 3185768.00  
RE DISCCART 491545.5 3185668.00  
RE DISCCART 491645.5 3185668.00  
RE DISCCART 491745.5 3185668.00  
RE DISCCART 491845.5 3185668.00  
RE DISCCART 491945.5 3185668.00  
RE DISCCART 492045.5 3185668.00  
RE DISCCART 492145.5 3185668.00  
RE DISCCART 492145.5 3185568.00  
RE DISCCART 492145.5 3185468.00 
RE DISCCART 492145.5 3185368.00  
RE DISCCART 492145.5 3185268.00  
RE DISCCART 492145.5 3185168.00  
RE DISCCART 492145.5 3185068.00  
RE DISCCART 492145.5 3184968.00  
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RE DISCCART 492145.5 3184868.00  
RE DISCCART 492145.5 3184768.00  
RE DISCCART 492145.5 3184668.00  
RE DISCCART 492145.5 3184568.00  
RE DISCCART 492045.5 3184568.00  
RE DISCCART 491945.5 3184568.00  
RE DISCCART 491845.5 3184568.00  
RE DISCCART 491745.5 3184568.00  
RE DISCCART 491645.5 3184568.00  
RE DISCCART 491545.5 3184568.00  
RE DISCCART 491445.5 3184568.00  
RE DISCCART 491345.5 3184568.00  
RE DISCCART 491245.5 3184568.00  
RE DISCCART 491145.5 3184568.00  
RE DISCCART 491045.5 3184568.00  
RE DISCCART 491045.5 3184668.00  
RE DISCCART 491045.5 3184768.00  
RE DISCCART 491045.5 3184868.00  
RE DISCCART 491045.5 3184968.00  
RE DISCCART 491045.5 3185068.00  
RE DISCCART 491045.5 3185168.00  
RE DISCCART 491045.5 3185268.00  
RE DISCCART 491045.5 3185368.00  
RE DISCCART 491045.5 3185468.00  
RE DISCCART 491145.5 3185468.00  
RE DISCCART 491145.5 3185568.00  
RE DISCCART 491245.5 3185568.00  
RE DISCCART 491245.5 3185668.00  
RE DISCCART 491245.5 3185768.00  
RE DISCCART 491345.5 3185768.00  
RE DISCCART 491345.5 3185868.00  




** AERMAP Output Pathway 
**************************************** 
OU STARTING 
   RECEPTOR  AERMODPT.ROU 
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AERMOD Input File 
 
**************************************** 
** AERMOD Control Pathway 
**************************************** 
CO STARTING 
   TITLEONE C:\Lakes\ISC-AERMODView\PT2NDREL.isc 
   TITLETWO 2nd_qrt_356source_point_relocation_terrianonly_aermod 
   MODELOPT DFAULT CONC 
   AVERTIME 1 
   POLLUTID CH4 




** AERMOD Source Pathway 
**************************************** 
SO STARTING 
** Source Location ** 
** Source ID - Type - X Coord. - Y Coord. ** 
   LOCATION 1 POINT 491506.700 3185653.200 24.000 
   LOCATION 2 POINT 491520.200 3185618.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 3 POINT 491495.200 3185593.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 4 POINT 491470.200 3185618.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 5 POINT 491595.200 3185643.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 6 POINT 491620.200 3185618.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 7 POINT 491595.200 3185593.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 8 POINT 491570.200 3185618.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 9 POINT 491695.200 3185643.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 10 POINT 491720.200 3185618.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 11 POINT 491695.200 3185593.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 12 POINT 491670.200 3185618.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 13 POINT 491795.200 3185643.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 14 POINT 491820.200 3185618.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 15 POINT 491795.200 3185593.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 16 POINT 491770.200 3185618.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 17 POINT 491895.200 3185643.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 18 POINT 491920.200 3185618.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 19 POINT 491895.200 3185593.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 20 POINT 491870.200 3185618.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 21 POINT 491995.200 3185643.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 22 POINT 492020.200 3185618.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 23 POINT 491995.200 3185593.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 24 POINT 491970.200 3185618.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 25 POINT 492095.200 3185643.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 26 POINT 492120.200 3185618.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 27 POINT 492095.200 3185593.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 28 POINT 492070.200 3185618.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 29 POINT 492095.200 3185543.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 30 POINT 492120.200 3185518.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 31 POINT 492095.200 3185493.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 32 POINT 492070.200 3185518.000 24.000 
   LOCATION 33 POINT 491995.200 3185543.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 34 POINT 492020.200 3185518.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 35 POINT 491995.200 3185493.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 36 POINT 491970.200 3185518.000 44.000 
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   LOCATION 37 POINT 491895.200 3185543.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 38 POINT 491920.200 3185518.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 39 POINT 491895.200 3185493.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 40 POINT 491870.200 3185518.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 41 POINT 491795.200 3185543.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 42 POINT 491820.200 3185518.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 43 POINT 491795.200 3185493.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 44 POINT 491770.200 3185518.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 45 POINT 491695.200 3185543.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 46 POINT 491720.200 3185518.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 47 POINT 491695.200 3185493.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 48 POINT 491670.200 3185518.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 49 POINT 491620.200 3185518.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 50 POINT 491595.200 3185493.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 51 POINT 491570.200 3185518.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 52 POINT 491495.200 3185543.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 53 POINT 491520.200 3185518.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 54 POINT 491495.200 3185493.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 55 POINT 491470.200 3185518.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 56 POINT 491395.200 3185543.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 57 POINT 491420.200 3185518.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 58 POINT 491395.200 3185493.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 59 POINT 491395.200 3185443.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 60 POINT 491420.200 3185418.000 44.100 
   LOCATION 61 POINT 491395.200 3185393.000 45.000 
   LOCATION 62 POINT 491370.200 3185418.000 44.400 
   LOCATION 63 POINT 491495.200 3185443.000 64.000 
   LOCATION 64 POINT 491520.200 3185418.000 64.000 
   LOCATION 65 POINT 491495.200 3185393.000 64.200 
   LOCATION 66 POINT 491470.200 3185418.000 64.000 
   LOCATION 67 POINT 491595.200 3185443.000 64.000 
   LOCATION 68 POINT 491620.200 3185418.000 64.000 
   LOCATION 69 POINT 491595.200 3185393.000 64.000 
   LOCATION 70 POINT 491570.200 3185418.000 64.000 
   LOCATION 71 POINT 491695.200 3185443.000 64.000 
   LOCATION 72 POINT 491720.200 3185418.000 64.000 
   LOCATION 73 POINT 491695.200 3185393.000 64.000 
   LOCATION 74 POINT 491670.200 3185418.000 64.000 
   LOCATION 75 POINT 491795.200 3185443.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 76 POINT 491820.200 3185418.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 77 POINT 491795.200 3185393.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 78 POINT 491770.200 3185418.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 79 POINT 491895.200 3185443.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 80 POINT 491920.200 3185418.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 81 POINT 491895.200 3185393.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 82 POINT 491870.200 3185418.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 83 POINT 491995.200 3185443.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 84 POINT 492020.200 3185418.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 85 POINT 491995.200 3185393.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 86 POINT 491970.200 3185418.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 87 POINT 492095.200 3185443.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 88 POINT 492120.200 3185418.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 89 POINT 492095.200 3185393.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 90 POINT 492070.200 3185418.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 91 POINT 491995.200 3185343.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 92 POINT 492020.200 3185318.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 93 POINT 491995.200 3185293.000 44.600 
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   LOCATION 94 POINT 491970.200 3185318.000 44.000 
   LOCATION 95 POINT 491895.200 3185343.000 54.000 
   LOCATION 96 POINT 491920.200 3185318.000 54.000 
   LOCATION 97 POINT 491895.200 3185293.000 54.000 
   LOCATION 98 POINT 491870.200 3185318.000 54.000 
   LOCATION 99 POINT 491795.200 3185343.000 54.000 
   LOCATION 100 POINT 491820.200 3185318.000 54.000 
   LOCATION 101 POINT 491795.200 3185293.000 54.500 
   LOCATION 102 POINT 491770.200 3185318.000 54.000 
   LOCATION 103 POINT 491695.200 3185343.000 54.000 
   LOCATION 104 POINT 491720.200 3185318.000 54.200 
   LOCATION 105 POINT 491695.200 3185293.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 106 POINT 491670.200 3185318.000 54.700 
   LOCATION 107 POINT 491595.200 3185343.000 54.900 
   LOCATION 108 POINT 491620.200 3185318.000 54.900 
   LOCATION 109 POINT 491595.200 3185293.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 110 POINT 491570.200 3185318.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 111 POINT 491495.200 3185343.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 112 POINT 491520.200 3185318.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 113 POINT 491495.200 3185293.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 114 POINT 491470.200 3185318.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 115 POINT 491595.200 3185243.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 116 POINT 491620.200 3185218.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 117 POINT 491595.200 3185193.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 118 POINT 491570.200 3185218.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 119 POINT 491695.200 3185243.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 120 POINT 491720.200 3185218.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 121 POINT 491695.200 3185193.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 122 POINT 491670.200 3185218.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 123 POINT 491795.200 3185243.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 124 POINT 491820.200 3185218.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 125 POINT 491795.200 3185193.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 126 POINT 491770.200 3185218.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 127 POINT 491895.200 3185243.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 128 POINT 491920.200 3185218.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 129 POINT 491895.200 3185193.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 130 POINT 491870.200 3185218.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 131 POINT 491995.200 3185243.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 132 POINT 492020.200 3185218.000 74.300 
   LOCATION 133 POINT 491995.200 3185193.000 74.200 
   LOCATION 134 POINT 491970.200 3185218.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 135 POINT 491320.200 3185318.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 136 POINT 491295.200 3185293.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 137 POINT 491395.200 3185343.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 138 POINT 491420.200 3185318.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 139 POINT 491395.200 3185293.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 140 POINT 491370.200 3185318.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 141 POINT 491395.200 3185243.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 142 POINT 491420.200 3185218.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 143 POINT 491395.200 3185193.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 144 POINT 491370.200 3185218.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 145 POINT 491295.200 3185243.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 146 POINT 491320.200 3185218.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 147 POINT 491295.200 3185193.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 148 POINT 491270.200 3185218.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 149 POINT 491195.200 3185243.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 150 POINT 491220.200 3185218.000 75.000 
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   LOCATION 151 POINT 491195.200 3185193.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 152 POINT 491170.200 3185218.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 153 POINT 491195.200 3185143.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 154 POINT 491195.200 3185093.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 155 POINT 491170.200 3185118.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 156 POINT 491295.200 3185143.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 157 POINT 491320.200 3185118.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 158 POINT 491295.200 3185093.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 159 POINT 491270.200 3185118.000 75.000 
   LOCATION 160 POINT 491395.200 3185143.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 161 POINT 491420.200 3185118.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 162 POINT 491395.200 3185093.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 163 POINT 491370.200 3185118.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 164 POINT 491495.200 3185143.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 165 POINT 491520.200 3185118.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 166 POINT 491495.200 3185093.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 167 POINT 491470.200 3185118.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 168 POINT 491495.200 3185043.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 169 POINT 491520.200 3185018.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 170 POINT 491495.200 3184993.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 171 POINT 491470.200 3185018.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 172 POINT 491395.200 3185043.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 173 POINT 491420.200 3185018.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 174 POINT 491395.200 3184993.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 175 POINT 491370.200 3185018.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 176 POINT 491295.200 3185043.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 177 POINT 491320.200 3185018.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 178 POINT 491295.200 3184993.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 179 POINT 491270.200 3185018.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 180 POINT 491195.200 3185043.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 181 POINT 491220.200 3185018.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 182 POINT 491195.200 3184993.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 183 POINT 491220.200 3184918.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 184 POINT 491295.200 3184943.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 185 POINT 491295.200 3184893.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 186 POINT 491270.200 3184918.000 105.000 
   LOCATION 187 POINT 491395.200 3184943.000 125.000 
   LOCATION 188 POINT 491420.200 3184918.000 125.000 
   LOCATION 189 POINT 491370.200 3184918.000 125.000 
   LOCATION 190 POINT 491495.200 3184943.000 125.000 
   LOCATION 191 POINT 491520.200 3184918.000 125.000 
   LOCATION 192 POINT 491495.200 3184893.000 125.000 
   LOCATION 193 POINT 491470.200 3184918.000 125.000 
   LOCATION 194 POINT 491595.200 3184943.000 125.000 
   LOCATION 195 POINT 491620.200 3184918.000 125.000 
   LOCATION 196 POINT 491595.200 3184893.000 125.000 
   LOCATION 197 POINT 491570.200 3184918.000 125.000 
   LOCATION 198 POINT 491620.200 3184818.000 125.400 
   LOCATION 199 POINT 491570.200 3184818.000 125.400 
   LOCATION 200 POINT 491495.200 3184843.000 125.000 
   LOCATION 201 POINT 491420.200 3184818.000 125.400 
   LOCATION 202 POINT 491370.200 3184818.000 125.400 
   LOCATION 203 POINT 491320.200 3184818.000 125.800 
   LOCATION 204 POINT 492141.700 3185597.800 124.000 
   LOCATION 205 POINT 491421.200 3185568.000 124.000 
   LOCATION 206 POINT 491471.200 3185568.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 207 POINT 491521.200 3185568.000 114.000 
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   LOCATION 208 POINT 491571.200 3185568.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 209 POINT 491621.200 3185568.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 210 POINT 491671.200 3185568.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 211 POINT 491721.200 3185568.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 212 POINT 491771.200 3185568.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 213 POINT 491821.200 3185568.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 214 POINT 491871.200 3185568.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 215 POINT 491921.200 3185568.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 216 POINT 491971.200 3185568.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 217 POINT 492021.200 3185568.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 218 POINT 492071.200 3185568.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 219 POINT 492121.200 3185568.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 220 POINT 491371.200 3185468.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 221 POINT 491421.200 3185468.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 222 POINT 491471.200 3185468.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 223 POINT 491521.200 3185468.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 224 POINT 491571.200 3185468.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 225 POINT 491621.200 3185468.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 226 POINT 491671.200 3185468.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 227 POINT 491721.200 3185468.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 228 POINT 491771.200 3185468.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 229 POINT 491821.200 3185468.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 230 POINT 491871.200 3185468.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 231 POINT 491921.200 3185468.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 232 POINT 491971.200 3185468.000 114.000 
   LOCATION 233 POINT 492021.200 3185468.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 234 POINT 492071.200 3185468.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 235 POINT 492121.200 3185468.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 236 POINT 491371.200 3185368.000 85.000 
   LOCATION 237 POINT 491421.200 3185368.000 85.000 
   LOCATION 238 POINT 491471.200 3185368.000 85.000 
   LOCATION 239 POINT 491521.200 3185368.000 85.000 
   LOCATION 240 POINT 491571.200 3185368.000 84.100 
   LOCATION 241 POINT 491621.200 3185368.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 242 POINT 491671.200 3185368.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 243 POINT 491721.200 3185368.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 244 POINT 491771.200 3185368.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 245 POINT 491821.200 3185368.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 246 POINT 491871.200 3185368.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 247 POINT 491921.200 3185368.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 248 POINT 491971.200 3185368.000 84.000 
   LOCATION 249 POINT 492021.200 3185368.000 94.000 
   LOCATION 250 POINT 492071.200 3185368.000 94.000 
   LOCATION 251 POINT 492133.000 3185551.200 94.000 
   LOCATION 252 POINT 491271.200 3185368.000 95.000 
   LOCATION 253 POINT 491321.200 3185368.000 95.000 
   LOCATION 254 POINT 491171.200 3185268.000 95.000 
   LOCATION 255 POINT 491221.200 3185268.000 95.000 
   LOCATION 256 POINT 491271.200 3185268.000 95.000 
   LOCATION 257 POINT 491321.200 3185268.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 258 POINT 491371.200 3185268.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 259 POINT 491421.200 3185268.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 260 POINT 491471.200 3185268.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 261 POINT 491521.200 3185268.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 262 POINT 491571.200 3185268.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 263 POINT 491621.200 3185268.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 264 POINT 491671.200 3185268.000 55.000 
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   LOCATION 265 POINT 491721.200 3185268.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 266 POINT 491771.200 3185268.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 267 POINT 491821.200 3185268.000 54.400 
   LOCATION 268 POINT 491871.200 3185268.000 54.400 
   LOCATION 269 POINT 491921.200 3185268.000 54.400 
   LOCATION 270 POINT 491971.200 3185268.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 271 POINT 492021.200 3185268.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 272 POINT 491171.200 3185168.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 273 POINT 491221.200 3185168.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 274 POINT 491271.200 3185168.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 275 POINT 491321.200 3185168.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 276 POINT 491371.200 3185168.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 277 POINT 491421.200 3185168.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 278 POINT 491471.200 3185168.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 279 POINT 491521.200 3185168.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 280 POINT 491221.200 3185068.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 281 POINT 491271.200 3185068.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 282 POINT 491321.200 3185068.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 283 POINT 491371.200 3185068.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 284 POINT 491421.200 3185068.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 285 POINT 491471.200 3185068.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 286 POINT 491521.200 3185068.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 287 POINT 491571.200 3185068.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 288 POINT 491221.200 3184968.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 289 POINT 491271.200 3184968.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 290 POINT 491321.200 3184968.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 291 POINT 491371.200 3184968.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 292 POINT 491421.200 3184968.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 293 POINT 491471.200 3184968.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 294 POINT 491521.200 3184968.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 295 POINT 491571.200 3184968.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 296 POINT 491621.200 3184968.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 297 POINT 491570.200 3185018.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 298 POINT 491620.200 3185018.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 299 POINT 491476.600 3185653.200 54.000 
   LOCATION 300 POINT 491683.600 3185656.000 54.000 
   LOCATION 301 POINT 491781.200 3185654.500 54.000 
   LOCATION 302 POINT 491820.800 3185653.500 54.000 
   LOCATION 303 POINT 491919.800 3185657.500 54.000 
   LOCATION 304 POINT 491969.200 3185656.000 54.000 
   LOCATION 305 POINT 492061.700 3185478.500 54.000 
   LOCATION 306 POINT 491555.200 3185339.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 307 POINT 491999.800 3185621.000 54.000 
   LOCATION 308 POINT 491947.900 3185616.800 54.000 
   LOCATION 309 POINT 492097.200 3185666.800 54.000 
   LOCATION 310 POINT 492128.200 3185660.500 54.000 
   LOCATION 311 POINT 492029.800 3185651.000 54.000 
   LOCATION 312 POINT 491551.600 3185652.200 54.000 
   LOCATION 313 POINT 491650.900 3185654.200 54.000 
   LOCATION 314 POINT 491742.700 3185655.500 54.000 
   LOCATION 315 POINT 491848.200 3185653.000 54.000 
   LOCATION 316 POINT 491941.800 3185661.200 54.000 
   LOCATION 317 POINT 492047.800 3185662.500 54.000 
   LOCATION 318 POINT 492150.700 3185664.200 54.000 
   LOCATION 319 POINT 492147.200 3185626.500 54.000 
   LOCATION 320 POINT 491720.200 3184818.000 55.400 
   LOCATION 321 POINT 491470.200 3185218.000 55.000 
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   LOCATION 322 POINT 491495.200 3185193.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 323 POINT 491295.200 3185393.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 324 POINT 491320.200 3185418.000 54.800 
   LOCATION 325 POINT 491345.200 3185493.000 54.000 
   LOCATION 326 POINT 491321.200 3185468.000 54.000 
   LOCATION 327 POINT 491270.200 3185418.000 55.000 
   LOCATION 328 POINT 491295.200 3185443.000 54.600 
 
** Source Parameters ** 
   SRCPARAM 1 16.2 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 2 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 3 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 4 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 5 12.2 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 6 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 7 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 8 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 9 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 10 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 11 7.35 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 12 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 13 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 14 2.05 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 15 15.7 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 16 29.2 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 17 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 18 19.2 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 19 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 20 18.3 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 21 0.323 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 22 1.19 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 23 4.78 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 24 3.78 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 25 8.86 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 26 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 27 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 28 1.34 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 29 0.467 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 30 0.0447 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 31 0.996 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 32 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 33 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 34 13.9 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 35 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 36 4.09 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 37 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 38 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 39 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 40 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 41 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 42 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 43 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 44 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 45 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 46 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 47 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 48 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
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   SRCPARAM 49 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 50 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 51 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 52 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 53 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 54 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 55 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 56 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 57 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 58 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 59 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 60 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 61 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 62 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 63 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 64 0.0433 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 65 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 66 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 67 21.5 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 68 0.329 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 69 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 70 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 71 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 72 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 73 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 74 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 75 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 76 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 77 14.6 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 78 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 79 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 80 4.4 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 81 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 82 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 83 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 84 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 85 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 86 101 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 87 26.6 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 88 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 89 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 90 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 91 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 92 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 93 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 94 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 95 22 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 96 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 97 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 98 0.608 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 99 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 100 36.8 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 101 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 102 0.788 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 103 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 104 22.9 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 105 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
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   SRCPARAM 106 26.1 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 107 10.2 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 108 12.9 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 109 37.8 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 110 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 111 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 112 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 113 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 114 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 115 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 116 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 117 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 118 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 119 2.98 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 120 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 121 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 122 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 123 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 124 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 125 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 126 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 127 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 128 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 129 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 130 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 131 0.991 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 132 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 133 52.5 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 134 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 135 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 136 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 137 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 138 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 139 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 140 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 141 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 142 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 143 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 144 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 145 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 146 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 147 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 148 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 149 0.449 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 150 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 151 0.082 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 152 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 153 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 154 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 155 0.0213 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 156 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 157 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 158 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 159 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 160 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 161 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 162 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
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   SRCPARAM 163 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 164 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 165 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 166 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 167 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 168 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 169 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 170 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 171 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 172 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 173 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 174 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 175 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 176 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 177 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 178 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 179 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 180 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 181 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 182 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 183 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 184 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 185 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 186 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 187 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 188 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 189 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 190 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 191 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 192 31.6 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 193 26.6 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 194 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 195 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 196 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 197 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 198 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 199 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 200 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 201 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 202 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 203 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 204 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 205 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 206 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 207 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 208 2.25 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 209 16.3 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 210 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 211 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 212 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 213 0.218 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 214 8.28 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 215 2.45 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 216 12.5 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 217 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 218 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 219 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
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   SRCPARAM 220 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 221 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 222 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 223 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 224 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 225 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 226 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 227 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 228 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 229 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 230 0.968 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 231 2.3 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 232 12.7 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 233 7.38 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 234 9.44 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 235 1.17 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 236 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 237 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 238 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 239 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 240 1.3 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 241 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 242 18.6 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 243 5.4 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 244 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 245 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 246 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 247 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 248 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 249 0.567 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 250 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 251 0.056 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 252 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 253 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 254 0.0767 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 255 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 256 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 257 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 258 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 259 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 260 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 261 6.27 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 262 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 263 19.7 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 264 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 265 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 266 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 267 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 268 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 269 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 270 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 271 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 272 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 273 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 274 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 275 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 276 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
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   SRCPARAM 277 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 278 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 279 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 280 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 281 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 282 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 283 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 284 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 285 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 286 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 287 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 288 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 289 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 290 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 291 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 292 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 293 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 294 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 295 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 296 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 297 1.08 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 298 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 299 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 300 2.23 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 301 5.51 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 302 3.13 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 303 16.6 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 304 8.93 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 305 17.3 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 306 47.6 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 307 14.3 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 308 18.6 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 309 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 310 1.34 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 311 0.000234 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 312 13.2 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 313 15.7 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 314 46.3 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 315 1.35 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 316 0.778 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 317 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 318 1.6 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 319 7.28 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 320 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 321 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 322 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 323 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 324 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 325 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 326 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 327 3.21 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  
   SRCPARAM 328 0 0.000 304.110 0.00000 0.000  







** AERMOD Receptor Pathway 
**************************************** 
RE STARTING 
   GRIDPOLR UPOL1 STA 
                    ORIG 491601.25 3185115.40 
                    DIST 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
                    GDIR 36 10.00 10.00 
                    ELEV    1     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00   
                    ELEV    1     4.00 
                    ELEV    2     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00      
                    ELEV    2     4.00 
                    ELEV    3     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00      
                    ELEV    3     5.00 
                    ELEV    4     4.00     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00     
               ELEV    4     5.00 
                    ELEV    5     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00      
                    ELEV    5     5.00 
                    ELEV    6     4.00     4.00     4.00     5.00     5.00      
                    ELEV    6     5.00 
                    ELEV    7     4.00     4.00     5.00     5.00     5.00      
                    ELEV    7     5.00 
                    ELEV    8     4.00     4.00     4.00     5.00     5.00      
                    ELEV    8     5.00 
                    ELEV    9     4.00     4.00     4.00     5.00     5.00      
                    ELEV    9     5.00 
                    ELEV   10     4.00     4.00     4.00     5.00     5.00      
                    ELEV   10     5.00 
                    ELEV   11     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00      
                    ELEV   11     5.00 
                    ELEV   12     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00      
                    ELEV   12     6.00 
                    ELEV   13     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    ELEV   13     6.00 
                    ELEV   14     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    ELEV   14     6.00 
                    ELEV   15     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    ELEV   15     6.00 
                    ELEV   16     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    ELEV   16     6.00 
                    ELEV   17     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    ELEV   17     6.00 
                    ELEV   18     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    ELEV   18     6.00 
                    ELEV   19     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    ELEV   19     6.00 
                    ELEV   20     7.00     7.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    ELEV   20     6.00 
                    ELEV   21     7.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    ELEV   21     6.00 
                    ELEV   22     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    ELEV   22     6.00 
                    ELEV   23     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    ELEV   23     6.00 
                    ELEV   24     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    ELEV   24     6.00 
                    ELEV   25     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
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                    ELEV   25     6.00 
                    ELEV   26     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    ELEV   26     6.00 
                    ELEV   27     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    ELEV   27     6.00 
                    ELEV   28     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00      
                    ELEV   28     5.00 
                    ELEV   29     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00      
                    ELEV   29     5.00 
                    ELEV   30     5.00     5.00     4.00     5.00     4.00      
                    ELEV   30     4.00 
                    ELEV   31     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00      
                    ELEV   31     4.00 
                    ELEV   32     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00      
                    ELEV   32     4.00 
                    ELEV   33     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00      
                    ELEV   33     4.00 
                    ELEV   34     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00      
                    ELEV   34     4.00 
                    ELEV   35     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00      
                    ELEV   35     4.00 
                    ELEV   36     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00      
                    ELEV   36     4.00 
                    HILL    1     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00      
                    HILL    1     4.00 
                    HILL    2     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00      
                    HILL    2     4.00 
                    HILL    3     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00      
                    HILL    3     5.00 
                    HILL    4     4.00     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00      
                    HILL    4     5.00 
                    HILL    5     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00      
                    HILL    5     5.00 
                    HILL    6     4.00     4.00     4.00     5.00     5.00      
                    HILL    6     5.00 
                    HILL    7     4.00     4.00     5.00     5.00     5.00      
                    HILL    7     5.00 
                    HILL    8     4.00     4.00     4.00     5.00     5.00      
                    HILL    8     5.00 
                    HILL    9     4.00     4.00     4.00     5.00     5.00      
                    HILL    9     5.00 
                    HILL   10     4.00     4.00     4.00     5.00     5.00      
                    HILL   10     5.00 
                    HILL   11     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00      
                    HILL   11     5.00 
                    HILL   12     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00      
                    HILL   12     6.00 
                    HILL   13     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    HILL   13     6.00 
                    HILL   14     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    HILL   14     6.00 
                    HILL   15     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    HILL   15     6.00 
                    HILL   16     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    HILL   16     6.00 
                    HILL   17     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    HILL   17     6.00 
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                    HILL   18     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    HILL   18     6.00 
                    HILL   19     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    HILL   19     6.00 
                    HILL   20     7.00     7.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    HILL   20     6.00 
                    HILL   21     7.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    HILL   21     6.00 
                    HILL   22     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    HILL   22     6.00 
                    HILL   23     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    HILL   23     6.00 
                    HILL   24     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    HILL   24     6.00 
                    HILL   25     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    HILL   25     6.00 
                    HILL   26     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    HILL   26     6.00 
                    HILL   27     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00     6.00      
                    HILL   27     6.00 
                    HILL   28     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00      
                    HILL   28     5.00 
                    HILL   29     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00      
                    HILL   29     5.00 
                    HILL   30     5.00     5.00     4.00     5.00     4.00      
                    HILL   30     4.00 
                    HILL   31     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00      
                    HILL   31     4.00 
                    HILL   32     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00      
                    HILL   32     4.00 
                    HILL   33     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00      
                    HILL   33     4.00 
                    HILL   34     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00      
                    HILL   34     4.00 
                    HILL   35     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00      
                    HILL   35     4.00 
                    HILL   36     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00      
                    HILL   36     4.00 
   GRIDPOLR UPOL1 END 
** DESCRREC "" "" 
   DISCCART    491545.50   3185868.00    4.00    4.00 
   DISCCART    491545.50   3185768.00    4.00    4.00 
   DISCCART    491545.50   3185668.00    4.00    4.00 
   DISCCART    491645.50   3185668.00    4.00    4.00 
   DISCCART    491745.50   3185668.00    4.00    4.00 
   DISCCART    491845.50   3185668.00    4.00    4.00 
   DISCCART    491945.50   3185668.00    4.00    4.00 
   DISCCART    492045.50   3185668.00    4.00    4.00 
   DISCCART    492145.50   3185668.00    4.00    4.00 
   DISCCART    492145.50   3185568.00    4.00    4.00 
   DISCCART    492145.50   3185468.00    4.00    4.00 
   DISCCART    492145.50   3185368.00    4.00    4.00 
   DISCCART    492145.50   3185268.00    4.00    4.00 
   DISCCART    492145.50   3185168.00    4.00    4.00 
   DISCCART    492145.50   3185068.00    4.01    4.01 
   DISCCART    492145.50   3184968.00    5.00    5.00 
   DISCCART    492145.50   3184868.00    5.00    5.00 
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   DISCCART    492145.50   3184768.00    5.00    5.00 
   DISCCART    492145.50   3184668.00    5.40    5.40 
   DISCCART    492145.50   3184568.00    6.00    6.00 
   DISCCART    492045.50   3184568.00    6.00    6.00 
   DISCCART    491945.50   3184568.00    6.00    6.00 
   DISCCART    491845.50   3184568.00    6.00    6.00 
   DISCCART    491745.50   3184568.00    6.00    6.00 
   DISCCART    491645.50   3184568.00    6.00    6.00 
   DISCCART    491545.50   3184568.00    6.00    6.00 
   DISCCART    491445.50   3184568.00    6.00    6.00 
   DISCCART    491345.50   3184568.00    6.00    6.00 
   DISCCART    491245.50   3184568.00    6.11    6.11 
   DISCCART    491145.50   3184568.00    6.38    6.38 
   DISCCART    491045.50   3184568.00    6.00    6.00 
   DISCCART    491045.50   3184668.00    6.00    6.00 
   DISCCART    491045.50   3184768.00    6.00    6.00 
   DISCCART    491045.50   3184868.00    5.73    5.73 
   DISCCART    491045.50   3184968.00    5.00    5.00 
   DISCCART    491045.50   3185068.00    5.00    5.00 
   DISCCART    491045.50   3185168.00    5.00    5.00 
   DISCCART    491045.50   3185268.00    5.00    5.00 
   DISCCART    491045.50   3185368.00    5.00    5.00 
   DISCCART    491045.50   3185468.00    5.00    5.00 
   DISCCART    491145.50   3185468.00    5.00    5.00 
   DISCCART    491145.50   3185568.00    4.00    4.00 
   DISCCART    491245.50   3185568.00    4.00    4.00 
   DISCCART    491245.50   3185668.00    4.00    4.00 
   DISCCART    491245.50   3185768.00    4.00    4.00 
   DISCCART    491345.50   3185768.00    4.00    4.00 
   DISCCART    491345.50   3185868.00    4.00    4.00 




** AERMOD Meteorology Pathway 
**************************************** 
ME STARTING 
   SURFFILE METLAKES.SFC 
   PROFFILE METLAKES.PFL 
   SURFDATA 12815 1999 ORLANDO/INT'L_ARPT 
   UAIRDATA 12842 1999 TAMPA/INT'L_ARPT 
   PROFBASE 90 FEET 




** AERMOD Output Pathway 
**************************************** 
OU STARTING 
   RECTABLE ALLAVE 1ST 
   RECTABLE 1 1ST 
** Maxifile Path: C:\Lakes\ISC-AERMODView\AERR2_99.AD\ 
   MAXIFILE 1 ALL 512434 AERR2_99.AD\Threshold.MAX 
** Plotfile Path: C:\Lakes\ISC-AERMODView\AERR2_99.AD\ 
   PLOTFILE 1 ALL 1ST AERR2_99.AD\01H1GALL.PLT 
OU FINISHED 
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APPENDIX I: CALCULATING HYDROGEN SULFIDE 
CONCENTRATIONS  
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Processed AERMOD Results (1st Highest 1-hr CH4 ug/m3 for 800m Receptors) 
 
 800 meter Odor Ring 
Degree 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
10 109745 112471 111585 110615 109801 
20 174419 181723 181723 178393 163609 
30 173744 165986 175279 174737 176294 
40 159246 160131 148143 160582 159246 
50 261956 255983 250381 260551 257399 
60 233714 231792 236734 308794 231066 
70 109132 108462 108242 112296 108475 
80 107178 110748 107136 112215 114035 
90 83005 90744 87171 81952 89987 
100 85831 84896 86073 77247 85831 
110 64102 67093 68198 68492 64002 
120 61821 61977 61478 62186 62216 
130 62181 69163 69143 67364 66360 
140 73143 73143 72230 68250 69218 
150 65432 64989 62886 64882 65354 
160 51258 54316 54316 54455 54296 
170 45091 46367 46367 45762 46230 
180 43439 43439 42258 43569 43311 
190 50656 53155 52818 53451 53289 
200 73160 72863 69792 72511 73160 
210 63682 64806 63496 62793 61469 
220 62137 61667 54923 62202 66400 
230 54809 55833 50932 56309 55089 
240 58666 59343 59465 58458 58280 
250 67538 67839 67694 67088 68039 
260 81062 80276 79811 60410 77234 
270 86367 86367 85268 87104 84539 
280 78390 79928 77828 77713 79692 
290 69967 69571 69571 68765 70178 
300 68189 72409 73174 73596 72198 
310 85786 81482 84857 84888 86297 
320 98573 94656 102931 103207 100668 
330 92305 92729 93557 93888 94717 
340 101490 103140 102366 103132 101332 
350 124019 114388 123678 98776 124019 
360 129258 129616 128906 129258 117573 
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Convert Averaging Time (1st Highest 3-min CH4 ug/m3 for 800m Receptors) 
 800 meter Odor Ring 
Degree 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
10 199799 204761 203147 201381 199901 
20 317540 330839 330839 324775 297861 
30 316312 302189 319107 318120 320954 
40 289917 291528 269703 292350 289917 
50 476908 466034 455835 474351 468612 
60 425492 421992 430990 562179 420670 
70 198682 197463 197061 204442 197485 
80 195124 201624 195049 204294 207608 
90 151115 165204 158701 149199 163828 
100 156261 154559 156702 140633 156261 
110 116701 122147 124159 124694 116520 
120 112550 112833 111925 113214 113268 
130 113204 125916 125879 122641 120813 
140 133162 133162 131500 124253 126016 
150 119124 118317 114489 118121 118982 
160 93318 98886 98886 99138 98850 
170 82090 84414 84414 83313 84165 
180 79083 79083 76934 79320 78850 
190 92223 96772 96158 97310 97017 
200 133193 132652 127061 132010 133193 
210 115936 117983 115599 114319 111908 
220 113124 112268 99990 113243 120885 
230 99783 101648 92725 102515 100293 
240 106806 108038 108260 106426 106102 
250 122958 123505 123242 122138 123870 
260 147578 146148 145301 109981 140609 
270 157236 157236 155236 158579 153908 
280 142714 145514 141690 141482 145084 
290 127380 126659 126659 125192 127763 
300 124142 131826 133217 133986 131442 
310 156180 148343 154488 154545 157110 
320 179458 172328 187393 187895 183272 
330 168047 168819 170327 170928 172439 
340 184769 187773 186364 187758 184481 
350 225785 208251 225163 179829 225785 
360 235323 235973 234681 235323 214049 
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Convert Units (1st Highest 3-min CH4 ppm for 800m Receptors) 
 800 meter Odor Ring 
Degree 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
10 305 313 310 308 305 
20 485 506 506 496 455 
30 483 462 488 486 490 
40 443 445 412 447 443 
50 729 712 697 725 716 
60 650 645 659 859 643 
70 304 302 301 312 302 
80 298 308 298 312 317 
90 231 252 243 228 250 
100 239 236 239 215 239 
110 178 187 190 191 178 
120 172 172 171 173 173 
130 173 192 192 187 185 
140 203 203 201 190 193 
150 182 181 175 181 182 
160 143 151 151 151 151 
170 125 129 129 127 129 
180 121 121 118 121 120 
190 141 148 147 149 148 
200 204 203 194 202 204 
210 177 180 177 175 171 
220 173 172 153 173 185 
230 152 155 142 157 153 
240 163 165 165 163 162 
250 188 189 188 187 189 
260 226 223 222 168 215 
270 240 240 237 242 235 
280 218 222 217 216 222 
290 195 194 194 191 195 
300 190 201 204 205 201 
310 239 227 236 236 240 
320 274 263 286 287 280 
330 257 258 260 261 264 
340 282 287 285 287 282 
350 345 318 344 275 345 
360 360 361 359 360 327 
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Apply Odor Index (Volume Ratio) to Surrogate (1st Highest 3-min H2S ppb for 800m 
Receptors) 
  800 meter Odor Ring 
Degree 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
10 11.5 11.7 11.7 11.6 11.5 
20 18.2 19.0 19.0 18.6 17.1 
30 18.1 17.3 18.3 18.2 18.4 
40 16.6 16.7 15.5 16.8 16.6 
50 27.4 26.7 26.1 27.2 26.9 
60 24.4 24.2 24.7 32.2 24.1 
70 11.4 11.3 11.3 11.7 11.3 
80 11.2 11.6 11.2 11.7 11.9 
90 8.7 9.5 9.1 8.6 9.4 
100 9.0 8.9 9.0 8.1 9.0 
110 6.7 7.0 7.1 7.2 6.7 
120 6.5 6.5 6.4 6.5 6.5 
130 6.5 7.2 7.2 7.0 6.9 
140 7.6 7.6 7.5 7.1 7.2 
150 6.8 6.8 6.6 6.8 6.8 
160 5.4 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 
170 4.7 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 
180 4.5 4.5 4.4 4.5 4.5 
190 5.3 5.6 5.5 5.6 5.6 
200 7.6 7.6 7.3 7.6 7.6 
210 6.6 6.8 6.6 6.6 6.4 
220 6.5 6.4 5.7 6.5 6.9 
230 5.7 5.8 5.3 5.9 5.8 
240 6.1 6.2 6.2 6.1 6.1 
250 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.0 7.1 
260 8.5 8.4 8.3 6.3 8.1 
270 9.0 9.0 8.9 9.1 8.8 
280 8.2 8.3 8.1 8.1 8.3 
290 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.2 7.3 
300 7.1 7.6 7.6 7.7 7.5 
310 9.0 8.5 8.9 8.9 9.0 
320 10.3 9.9 10.7 10.8 10.5 
330 9.6 9.7 9.8 9.8 9.9 
340 10.6 10.8 10.7 10.8 10.6 
350 13.0 11.9 12.9 10.3 13.0 
360 13.5 13.5 13.5 13.5 12.3 
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1st Highest 1-hr H2S ppb for 800m Receptors  
  800 meter Odor Ring 
Degree 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
10 6.3 6.5 6.4 6.3 6.3 
20 10.0 10.4 10.4 10.2 9.4 
30 10.0 9.5 10.1 10.0 10.1 
40 9.1 9.2 8.5 9.2 9.1 
50 15.0 14.7 14.4 14.9 14.8 
60 13.4 13.3 13.6 17.7 13.3 
70 6.3 6.2 6.2 6.4 6.2 
80 6.1 6.4 6.1 6.4 6.5 
90 4.8 5.2 5.0 4.7 5.2 
100 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.4 4.9 
110 3.7 3.8 3.9 3.9 3.7 
120 3.5 3.6 3.5 3.6 3.6 
130 3.6 4.0 4.0 3.9 3.8 
140 4.2 4.2 4.1 3.9 4.0 
150 3.8 3.7 3.6 3.7 3.7 
160 2.9 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 
170 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.7 
180 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.5 
190 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.1 3.1 
200 4.2 4.2 4.0 4.2 4.2 
210 3.7 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.5 
220 3.6 3.5 3.2 3.6 3.8 
230 3.1 3.2 2.9 3.2 3.2 
240 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.3 
250 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.8 3.9 
260 4.6 4.6 4.6 3.5 4.4 
270 5.0 5.0 4.9 5.0 4.8 
280 4.5 4.6 4.5 4.5 4.6 
290 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.9 4.0 
300 3.9 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.1 
310 4.9 4.7 4.9 4.9 4.9 
320 5.7 5.4 5.9 5.9 5.8 
330 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.4 
340 5.8 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.8 
350 7.1 6.6 7.1 5.7 7.1 
360 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 6.7 
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1st Highest 1-hr H2S ppb for 900m Receptors  
  900 meter Odor Ring 
Degree 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
10 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.3 
20 8.1 8.0 7.7 8.0 8.0 
30 7.2 7.1 7.2 7.1 7.0 
40 7.6 7.5 7.5 7.6 7.7 
50 8.0 7.9 8.2 9.0 8.1 
60 10.1 10.4 10.0 10.2 10.3 
70 6.0 6.0 5.7 5.9 6.0 
80 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.7 5.6 
90 4.3 4.4 4.3 4.4 4.4 
100 4.0 4.3 4.3 4.2 4.3 
110 3.4 3.7 3.5 3.6 3.6 
120 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.0 3.1 
130 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.3 3.4 
140 3.6 3.6 3.2 3.3 3.7 
150 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.5 
160 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
170 2.6 2.5 2.6 2.5 2.5 
180 2.3 2.3 2.2 2.3 2.3 
190 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.8 
200 3.8 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.8 
210 3.3 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.2 
220 3.0 3.3 2.9 3.3 3.5 
230 2.9 3.0 2.7 3.0 3.0 
240 3.0 3.2 3.1 3.2 3.1 
250 3.5 3.7 3.6 3.5 3.7 
260 4.3 4.3 4.3 3.7 4.1 
270 4.5 4.4 4.5 4.5 4.5 
280 3.9 4.0 3.9 4.0 4.0 
290 3.5 3.4 3.5 3.4 3.5 
300 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.8 3.7 
310 4.7 4.6 4.6 4.5 4.7 
320 4.6 4.7 4.7 4.8 4.8 
330 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.6 4.7 
340 5.0 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 
350 5.7 4.9 5.7 5.8 5.7 
360 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 5.3 
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1st Highest 1-hr H2S ppb for 1000m Receptors  
  1000 meter Odor Ring 
Degree 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
10 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 
20 6.1 6.4 6.4 6.3 6.2 
30 5.2 5.2 5.4 5.3 5.3 
40 5.9 5.9 5.7 5.5 5.5 
50 6.4 6.3 6.5 7.1 6.5 
60 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.1 
70 5.8 5.8 5.7 5.9 5.8 
80 4.6 4.3 4.6 4.5 4.5 
90 4.2 4.3 4.2 4.2 4.3 
100 3.7 3.8 3.6 3.8 3.8 
110 3.4 3.4 3.5 3.5 3.5 
120 2.5 2.9 3.0 2.8 3.0 
130 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
140 3.2 3.2 2.8 3.0 3.2 
150 3.1 3.2 3.1 3.2 3.1 
160 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.8 
170 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.5 
180 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 
190 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.7 2.6 
200 3.4 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.4 
210 3.0 3.1 3.0 3.0 2.9 
220 2.9 3.1 2.6 3.1 3.1 
230 2.7 2.8 2.5 2.8 2.8 
240 2.9 3.0 2.9 3.0 2.8 
250 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 
260 3.9 4.0 3.9 3.7 3.9 
270 3.8 4.0 3.9 4.0 4.0 
280 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
290 3.2 3.0 3.2 3.2 3.1 
300 3.6 3.4 3.6 3.6 3.5 
310 4.0 3.6 4.2 4.2 4.0 
320 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.2 
330 4.1 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 
340 4.6 4.4 4.5 4.2 4.4 
350 4.1 4.6 4.5 4.3 4.5 
360 3.7 3.9 4.0 4.0 4.0 
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1st Highest 1-hr H2S ppb for 1100m Receptors  
  1100 meter Odor Ring 
Degree 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
10 4.7 4.8 4.9 4.9 4.5 
20 4.9 5.0 5.3 5.3 5.0 
30 4.3 4.3 4.4 3.9 4.1 
40 4.9 4.8 4.9 4.8 4.8 
50 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.5 
60 6.6 6.9 6.9 7.0 6.6 
70 5.5 4.9 5.5 5.2 5.3 
80 3.9 3.8 4.0 4.0 3.9 
90 3.9 3.9 3.9 4.1 4.1 
100 3.3 3.5 3.3 3.4 3.4 
110 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.1 3.2 
120 2.4 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.7 
130 2.7 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.7 
140 2.4 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.8 
150 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.9 2.9 
160 2.7 2.7 2.5 2.7 2.7 
170 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 
180 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 
190 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
200 3.1 2.9 2.9 3.0 3.1 
210 2.8 2.9 2.8 2.8 2.7 
220 2.7 2.8 2.4 2.9 2.8 
230 2.6 2.6 2.4 2.6 2.6 
240 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.8 2.7 
250 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.1 
260 3.5 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.5 
270 3.6 3.5 3.7 3.6 3.5 
280 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 
290 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.9 2.9 
300 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 2.9 
310 3.5 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 
320 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 
330 3.8 3.8 3.9 3.8 3.8 
340 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.7 4.0 
350 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 
360 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.5 
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1st Highest 1-hr H2S ppb for 1200m Receptors  
  1200 meter Odor Ring 
Degree 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
10 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 3.9 
20 4.1 4.3 4.2 4.3 4.4 
30 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.5 
40 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 
50 4.7 4.6 4.6 4.7 4.7 
60 5.4 5.7 6.0 6.0 5.8 
70 5.2 4.9 5.1 5.1 4.9 
80 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.5 3.4 
90 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.8 3.7 
100 3.1 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 
110 3.0 3.0 2.9 3.0 3.0 
120 2.5 2.7 2.6 2.7 2.7 
130 2.5 2.6 2.6 2.4 2.5 
140 2.6 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.6 
150 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.3 2.3 
160 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.5 
170 2.0 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 
180 2.0 2.0 1.9 2.0 2.0 
190 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 
200 2.9 2.6 2.8 2.7 2.8 
210 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.6 2.5 
220 2.5 2.7 2.2 2.7 2.6 
230 2.5 2.5 2.3 2.4 2.5 
240 2.6 2.7 2.6 2.7 2.6 
250 3.1 3.0 3.1 3.1 2.8 
260 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.3 3.3 
270 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.2 3.3 
280 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 
290 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 
300 3.2 3.1 3.1 3.0 3.2 
310 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.4 3.4 
320 3.4 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.4 
330 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
340 3.4 3.6 3.4 3.6 3.5 
350 3.3 3.4 3.3 3.4 3.2 
360 3.3 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.4 
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1st Highest 1-hr H2S ppb for 1400m Receptors 
  
  1400 meter Odor Ring 
Degree 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
10 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.6 3.5 
20 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.3 3.4 
30 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
40 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.4 
50 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 
60 4.5 4.5 4.3 4.3 4.5 
70 4.1 4.4 4.2 4.3 4.2 
80 2.8 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 
90 3.2 3.0 3.1 3.0 3.1 
100 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.7 3.0 
110 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.7 
120 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 
130 1.8 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.3 
140 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.2 2.2 
150 2.3 2.3 2.0 2.2 2.3 
160 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 
170 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
180 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 
190 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.1 
200 2.5 2.3 2.4 2.3 2.4 
210 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.3 2.2 
220 2.3 2.3 2.0 2.3 2.3 
230 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.3 
240 2.4 2.5 2.3 2.5 2.4 
250 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.4 
260 2.8 2.9 2.7 2.9 2.9 
270 2.7 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.7 
280 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.5 
290 2.5 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 
300 2.6 2.4 2.7 2.7 2.6 
310 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.9 2.9 
320 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 
330 3.0 2.9 3.0 3.0 2.9 
340 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.9 2.7 
350 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 
360 2.8 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
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